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MEMORANDUM TO:	 Eric A. Thornsbury, ACRS Senior Staff Engineer 

FROM:	 George E. Apostolakis, Chairman 
Digital Instrumentation & Control Systems Subcommittee 

SUB~IECT:	 CERTIFICATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 
ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION & 
CONTROL SYSTEMS, OCTOBER 20-21, 2005 - ROCKVILLE, 
MARYLAND 

I do hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the minutes of the subject 
meeting on October 20-21,2005, are an accurate record of the proceedings for that meeting. 

G£icp~ 
Subcommittee Chairman 



CERTIFIED 
11/17/05 

By George E. Apostolakis 
Issued: 11/8/05 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
MEETING OF THE ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
 

DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL SYSTEMS
 
MEETING MINUTES - OCTOBER 20-21, 2005
 

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
 

INTRODUCTION 

The ACRS Subcommittee on Digital Instrumentation &Control Systems held a meeting on 
October 20-21, 2005, in Room T-2B3, 11545 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD. The purpose of this 
meeting was to review the status of the draft Digital Systems Research Plan for FY 2005-2009, 
projects from three sections of the plan, and a report by EPRI on defense-in-depth and diversity 
assessments for digital systems. Except for the session on Security of Digital Systems, the 
meeting was open to public attendance. Eric Thornsbury was the Designated Federal Official 
for this meeting. There were no written comments or requests for time to make oral statements 
from the public. The meeting was convened by the Subcommittee Chairman at 8:30 a.m. on 
October 20,2005, recessed at 5:50 p.m., reconvened at 8:30 a.m. on October 21,2005, and 
adjourned at 11 :50 a.m.. 

ATTENDEES 

ACRS Members 

G. Apostolakis, Subcommittee Chairman S. Guarro, Consultant 
M. Bonaca, Member E. Thornsbury, Designated Federal Official 
J. Sieber, Member 
T. Kress, Member 

Principal NRC Speakers 

W. Kemper, RES M. Waterman, RES 
S. Arndt, RES R. Shaffer, RES 
C. Antonescu, RES R. Wood, ORNL 
K. Korsah, ORNL P. Ewing, ORNL 
W. Hines, UT 

Other Principal Speakers 

R. Torok, EPRI J. Stringfellow, Southern Nuclear 
T. Nguyen, EPRl/EdF D. Blanchard, Applied Reliability 
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Other members of the public were in attendance at this meeting. A complete list of attendees is 
in the ACRS Office File and will be made available upon request. The presentation slides and 
handouts used during the meeting are attached to the office copy of these minutes. 

OPENING REMARKS BY CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS 

George Apostolakis, Chairman of the ACRS Subcommittee on Digital Instrumentation & Control 
Systems, convened the meeting at 8:30 a.m. Dr. Apostolakis stated that the purpose of this 
meeting was to discuss the NRC staff's Draft Digital Systems Research Plan, three specific 
research programs discussed in the plan, and an EPRI report on defense-in-depth and diversity 
assessments for digital systems. He said the Subcommittee will gather information, analyze 
relevant issues and facts, and formulate proposed positions and actions, as appropriate, for 
deliberation by the full Committee. The rules for participation in the meeting were announced 
as part of the notice of the meeting published in the Federal Register on September 29, 2005. 
Dr. Apostolakis acknowledged that no written comments or requests for time to make oral 
statements had been received. 

DISCUSSION OF AGENDA ITEMS 

Security Aspects of Digital Systems (3.4) 

This session was closed to the public pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552b(c)(3) to discuss Safeguards 
Information. William Kemper, RES, introduced the presenters the Subcommittee would be 
hearing and stated that the objective of the meeting was to brief the Subcommittee on the 
details of the remaining sections of the research plan. He then introduced Mr. Roman Shaffer 
to discuss the details of this section of the research plan. 

Mr. Shaffer discussed the details of the cyber security research program and the regulatory 
bases for cyber security research. He provided a summary of cyber security research 
completed during FY 2001 - FY 2004, discussed current potential cyber security concerns, and 
described the research planned for FY 2005 - FY 2009. 

Mr. Michael Waterman provided additional detail through a presentation on the Network 
Security project. This project addresses secure network design techniques, wireless network 
security, and firewall security. 

EPRI Guidance for Performing Defense-in-Depth & Diversity Assessments for Digital 
Upgrades: Applying Risk-Informed and Deterministic Methods 

Following the previous subcommittee meeting, EPRI requested an opportunity to brief the 
subcommittee regarding their recent work on defense-in-depth and diversity for digital 
upgrades. Mr. Ray Torok, representing EPRI, introduced the topic for the subcommittee. Mr. 
Jack Stringfellow, Southern Nuclear, is the working group chairman, and he provided a 
discussion of the background behind the project and the interactions thus far between the 
working group and the NRC staff. The report documenting the work has been submitted to the 
staff for review, but the staff considers it a draft at this point and has not accepted it for official 
review yet. Mr. Stringfellow also discussed the regulatory environment and the need for a 
stable, predictable, and practical licensing approach for digital upgrades. He noted that digital 
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upgrades are in progress at many plants, for many types of systems, but that the issue of 
software common-mode failure is still unsettled between the industry and the agency. 

Mr. Torok then continued the presentation by revieWing current regulatory guidance and 
showing where the EPRI method can offer advantages. He provided two examples in which he 
demonstrated how a risk-informed approach would differ from and improve upon a deterministic 
approach. Mr. Torok then described the three methods described in the report: an extended 
deterministic method, a standard risk-informed method, and a simplified risk-informed method. 
All of EPRl's methods make use of a "defensive measures" approach to examine the digital 
system's features that limit the effects of any potential failures. 

Mr. Thuy Nguyen continued the briefing by describing how digital system failures are related to 
digital system common cause failures. He used the minefield metaphor to describe what 
factors influence the behavior of the software in the digital system. He argued that platform 
software may not be a dominant cause of digital common cause failure due to its more 
predictable behavior. Mr. Nguyen also discussed the two types of faults likely to occur in 
application software: specification faults and software implementation faults. His conclusion 
was that a digital system with appropriate defensive measures can be shown to be at least as 
reliable as an equivalent analog system. 

Mr. Dave Blanchard then concluded the presentation by discussing the methods used to 
analyze digital systems and the risk insights developed by EPRI. He discussed results from two 
limited-scope probabilistic risk analysis studies that performed sensitivity studies on digital 
system failure probabilities and common cause probabilities. The study suggests that the value 
of defense-in-depth and diversity is dictated by the frequency of the initiating event and the 
eXisting electrical and mitigating components in the overall system. During this discussion, Mr. 
Pete Morris, Westinghouse, added comments that he believes digital systems have shown they 
are highly reliable in other industries. 

General Comments and Observations From the Subcommittee Members and Consultants 

Dr. Apostolakis asked what EPRI wanted the NRC to do with their report. Mr. Torok 
said that EPRI submitted the report for the staff's review, hoping for an endorsement. 
Mr. Kemper explained that the staff has several options by which to endorse such a 
document - for example, through a regulatory guide or a safety evaluation report. Mr. 
Torok said it could also be endorsed through a regUlatory information summary or by 
reference in the standard review plan. Mr. Kemper said the staff plans to return to the 
Committee with whichever method is chosen. Mr. Howe, from NRR, also acknowledged 
the Committee's interest and will return if the report is reviewed by NRR. 

Dr. Apostolakis asked EPRI to clarify their assertion that the staff is not honoring 
previous SERs. Mr. Torok indicated that the staff is reopening issues addressed in a 
platform SER, causing difficulties for the utility's schedule and cost. Dr. Apostolakis 
commented that it can also be difficult for the staff if new adequate protection questions 
are raised. 

•	 Dr. Bonaca asked if the Chapter 15 FSAR analyses would have to be repeated to 
ensure consistency with the upgraded systems. Mr. Stringfellow answered that they 
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would not - the new analyses would only serve to identify those areas where diversity 
can have the most benefit. 

•	 Mr. Sieber asked how installing a diverse backup system does not improve reliability. 
Dr. Apostolakis reiterated Mr. Torok's discussion that the reliability of a system is often 
dominated by the large rotating machinery, so the overall reliability may not be improved 
with an additional I&C system. Dr. Apostolakis and Mr. Sieber agreed that this is not 
necessarily a good argument, else much of the plant's equipment could be removed. 

•	 Dr. Bonaca asked about the criteria used for determining how reliable a digital system 
needs to be. Mr. Torok explained that the risk-informed approach wants to show that 
the digital system does not dominate the failure probability of the system it is in. 

Dr. Guarro questioned the assertion that the likelihood of specification errors is 
comparable for equivalent analog and digital systems. He discussed his experience 
with engineers and software programmers and the different design processes they use. 

•	 Dr. Kress asked the EPRI representatives for their definition of a diverse system. Mr. 
Torok said that you must have reasonable assurance that it is not subject to the same 
common cause failure, and that you must look inside the systems and applications at 
the assumptions to make that case. Mr. Nguyen added that the defensive measures 
discussed can also help provide that assurance. 

Systems Aspects of Digital Technology (3.1) 

To begin the review of detailed sections of the Digital System Research Plan, Mr. Steven Arndt 
and Mr. William Kemper provided an overview of Section 3.1, System Aspects of Digital 
Technology. The plan describes seven projects in this section; Section 3.1.1, Environmental 
Stressors, will be discussed in detail later in the meeting. The systems aspects of digital 
technology involve those factors that affect the performance of a digital system as a whole. 

Current environmental stressors projects include work to enhance the technical bases for 
electromagnetic interference & radio frequency interference, development of regulatory 
gUidance for lightning protection, and development of qualification standards for computers in 
mild radiation environments. Systems Communications, Section 3.1.2, will gather the 
information necessary to evaluate complex digital systems for communications issues. Section 
3.1.3 will assess the currently available methods for quantitatively determining the acceptability 
of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components. 

Mr. Arndt and Mr. Kemper continued to describe the work in this section of the research plan. 
Project 3.1.4 will improve the agency's understanding of the effects of electrical transmission 
and distribution disturbances on digital systems. Section 3.1.5 will assess the effects of total 
harmonic distortion (THO) on digital component performance. Under Section 3.1.6, the staff will 
study the design aspects, best practices, and failure models of likely operating systems and 
identify safety-critical design aspects for operating systems. 

Project 3.1.7 is the staff's counterpoint to the EPRI work on defense-in-depth and diversity for 
digital systems that we heard about earlier in the meeting. To address this issue, the staff will 
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perform case studies of digital system configurations to determine their susceptibility to 
common mode failure, test the coping strategies in NUREG/CR-6303 to develop best practices, 
review insights from probabilistic analysis of common mode failure, and verify that the existing 
guidance in Branch Technical Position HICB-19 is realistically conservative from a deterministic 
standpoint. The goal of this work is not to oppose that of EPRI, but to enable both groups to 
work together toward a common understanding of the issue. 

Ms. Christina Antonescu and Mr. Richard Wood provided the subcommittee with additional 
detail on the work under Section 3.1.1, Environmental Stressors. They discussed the three 
main areas of work: lightning protection, environmental qualification for mild radiation 
environments, and electromagnetic compatibility. Ms. Antonescu discussed the staff's revision 
of the draft regulatory guide on environmental qualification for mild environments (DG-1077) 
and plans to return it to the Committee (as DG-1142) before issuing it. 

Ms. Antonescu also discussed the current research on electromagnetic compatibility. In 
particular, she and Mr. Wood discussed EPRl's request for the staff to modify a particular high
frequency susceptibility test that is difficult for many types of equipment to pass. This particular 
test is based on plant data and analysis from EPRI, which they now claim were flawed. Under 
this work, the staff is reviewing the new information from EPRI to determine if changes are 
justified. 

General Comments and Observations From the Subcommittee Members and Consultants 

• Dr. Apostolakis asked about the applicability of the research in this section for simple, 
actuation-only digital systems. Mr. Arndt and Mr. Kemper agreed with the assertion that 
actuation systems may be simpler, but also noted an example of a more complex 
system being proposed for possible use that includes communication protocols and 
other complicating features. 

• Mr. Sieber asked about the interpretation of General Design Criteria 24 as it applies to 
separation between protection and control. Mr. Kemper noted that such separation is 
not done from a design standpoint, though it is not specifically prohibited. The staff is 
investigating the communication issues among functions to see if this concept is 
violated. They also discussed the needed separation between channels. Mr. Loeser 
added that reviewers examine the defense-in-depth and diversity between protection 
and control systems, between channels, and between safety functions on a single 
processor during their review. 

• Dr. Apostolakis asked the staff for the current regulatory conditions for total harmonic 
distortion. Mr. Loeser described the current review process, and the challenges the staff 
is facing as newer technology uses lower voltages. Dr. Apostolakis emphasized that 
this kind of information (Le., the real regulatory needs) should be more evident in the 
plan. 

• Mr. Sieber asked if the staff was planning to obtain additional conducted emissions data 
related to the high-frequency susceptibility test or use EPRl's new data. Ms. Antonescu 
and Mr. Wood answered that the staff was reviewing the available data and would 
acquire new data if necessary. 
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Emerging Digital Technology & Applications (3.5) 

Ms. Antonescu continued the briefing with a discussion of the research under Section 3.5 of the 
research plan. She was assisted by Mr. Arndt and Mr. Kofi Korsah. Ms. Antonescu pointed out 
that knowledge about new and emerging technologies is critical for NMSS, NRR, & NSIR to be 
able to license such technologies in a safe, efficient, and realistic manner. She briefly 
discussed the three ongoing projects and described the planned future projects. She also 
noted that the investigation of emerging technologies is based on an NRR user need and is a 
continuation of a project under the previous research plan. The topics of focus in this research 
area include sensors & measurement systems, communications media & networking, 
microprocessors & other integrated circuits, computational platforms, diagnostics & prognostics, 
control & decisionmaking, and high-integrity software. 

Mr. Korsah presented a portion of the briefing to discuss the details of additional research on 
sensors and measurement systems. He showed the results of work investigating silicon 
carbide flux monitors, fuel mimic power monitors, Johnson noise thermometry, and radiation
hardened I&C technology. The staff plans to update their reports on emerging digital 
technology on a triennial basis. 

Ms. Antonescu and Mr. Paul Ewing continued the discussion by presenting the staff's recent 
work on wireless technology (3.5.6). During the first phase of the research, the staff identified 
the state of wireless systems and investigated the deployment issues associated with wireless 
systems in nuclear power plants. The second phase, which is ongoing, is conducting 
confirmatory research on the initial findings and establishing a technical basis for an agency 
regulatory position. They described the different types of wireless networks and their 
associated ranges, uses, and governing standards. 

Mr. Arndt and Mr. Wes Hines concluded the presentations with a discussion of the recent 
research on on-line sensor calibration monitoring and effective uncertainty estimation. They 
discussed the objectives of the research and presented the details of several uncertainty 
analysis methods. Mr. Hines described a process equipment monitoring toolbox to enable the 
staff to experimentally verify the assumptions used in the commercial monitoring tools. 

General Comments and Observations From the Subcommittee Members and Consultants 

•	 Dr. Guarro asked if the staff was aware of the issues the aerospace industry has 
encountered with FPGAs. Mr. Wood and Mr. Korsah stated their familiarity with the 
issues. Mr. Nguyen also commented on his work to provide solutions to those types of 
failures. Dr. Guarro offered to provide some references. 

•	 Dr. Kress asked about the ability of wireless communications by radio frequency to be 
interfered with. Dr. Ewing noted that it is not a matter of shielding, but encryption. 

•	 Dr. Apostolakis asked about the final documents for the on-line sensor work, stressing 
that the review staff needs clear guidance to aid their review. 
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Closing Discussions 

At the conclusion of the first day, Dr. Apostolakis and other subcommittee members discussed 
ideas with the staff for improvements to the plan and the presentation to the full Committee. 
Dr. Apostolakis suggested linking the activities in the plan to the NRC's overall safety mission 
(public health and safety) in a similar way as the reactor oversight process. He suggested 
working down from the overall mission, through the strategic performance areas and the 
cornerstones of safety, to identify the functions and unique characteristics that 'fit in each 
category. Other members of the subcommittee joined him in this suggestion. 

General Comments and Observations From the Subcommittee Members and Consultants 

•	 Dr. Apostolakis asked the staff what they desire to obtain from the full Committee 
meeting. Mr. Kemper asked for a letter stating that the plan contains a good research 
program. Mr. Arndt also welcomed comments on the priorities or resources. Mr. Sieber 
suggested the Committee write a letter stating that the plan is appropriate to meet the 
agency's needs. 

•	 Dr. Bonaca commented that it is a good plan and a coherent summary of the planned 
work. More information on the challenges in the field would be helpful to the Committee. 

•	 Mr. Sieber suggested starting with the changes that will be happening to the plants, how 
the agency needs to respond to them, the challenges those responses involve, and how 
the research plan will prepare the agency for those challenges. The other Members 
agreed. 

•	 Dr. Guarro stated that he was impressed with how comprehensive the plan is. 

•	 Dr. Kress agreed that the plan is well thought out and comprehensive. 

•	 Mr. Sieber expressed worries about knowing what kinds of systems we will actually see 
in plants. He questioned whether these were the right tasks to direct research 
resources toward. He believes so, but without much basis. 

SUBCOMMITTEE DECISIONS AND ACTIONS 

The Full Committee will review and comment upon the draft Digital Systems Research Plan. 

BACKGROUND MATERIALS PROVIDED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE PRIOR TO THIS 
MEETING 

1.	 US NRC, "A Study of Safety System Isolation from Cyber Attacks," NUREG/CR-XXXX, 
ORNLITM-2003/185, May 2004. [SGI document] 

2.	 EPRI, "Guideline for Performing Defense-in-Depth and Diversity Assessments for Digital 
Upgrades," #1002835, December 2004. [document prOVided with June subcommittee 
meeting materials] 

3.	 Memorandum from Evangelos C. Marinos, Section Chief, Instrumentation and Controls 
Section, Division of Engineering, NRR, to Steve Dembek, Section Chief, Project 
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Directorate Section IV-2, Division of Licensing Project Management, NRR, "Review of 
Siemens Topical Report EMF-211 0 (NP), Revision 1, 'Teleperm XS: A Digital Reactor 
Protection System'," 13 April 2000. [ADAMS ML003703082] 

4.	 Letter from Ron A. Jones, Vice President, Oconee Nuclear Site, to US Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "License Amendment Request for Reactor Protective 
System/Engineered Safeguards Protective System Digital Upgrade, Technical 
Specification Change (TSC) Number 2004-09," 14 February 2005. [ML050550470]
[Cover memo and attachment 3 only] 

5.	 US NRC, "Technical Review of On-line lVIonitoring Techniques for Performance 
Assessment, Part I State of the Art," NUREG/CR-xxxx, August 2005. 

6.	 US NRC, "Assessment of Wireless Technologies and Their Application at Nuclear 
Power Plants," NUREG/CR-6882, July 2005. 

7.	 EPRI, "Guidelines for Electromagnetic Interference Testing of Power Plant Equipment," 
Revision 3 to TR-102323, November 2004. 

*************************************************** 

Note:	 Additional details of this meeting can be obtained from a transcript of this 
meeting available for downloading or viewing on the Internet at 
http://www.nrc.gov/ACRSACNW or can be purchased from Neal R. Gross and 
Co., Inc., (Court Reporters and Transcribers) 1323 Rhode Island Avenue, NW., 
Washington. DC 20005 (202) 234-4433. 
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Federal Register/Vol. 70, No. l88/Thursday, September 29, 2005/Notices 56937 

prior to the meeting to be advised of any 
changes to the agenda that may have 
occurred. 

The following requirements shall 
apply to public participation in ACRS 
full Committee meetings: 

(a) Persons who plan to make oral 
statements and/or submit written 
comments at the meeting should 
provide 35 copies to the DFO at the 
beginning of the meeting. Persons who 
cannot attend the meeting but wish to 
submit written comments regarding the 
agenda items may do so by sending a 
readily reproducible copy addressed to 
the DFO specified in the Federal 
Register Notice, care of the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards, U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555-0001. 
Comments should be limited to items 
being considered by the Committee. 
Comments should be in the possession 
of the DFO five days prior to the 
meeting to allow time for reproduction 
and distribution. 

(b) Persons desiring to make oral 
statements at the meeting should make 
a request to do so to the DFO. If 
possible, the request should be made 
five days before the meeting, identifying 
the topic(s) on which oral statements 
will be made and the amount of time 
needed for presentation so that orderly 
arrangements can be made. The 
Committee will hear oral statements on 
topics being reviewed at an appropriate 
time during the meeting as scheduled by 
the Chairman. 

(c) Information regarding topics to be 
discussed, changes to the agenda, 
whether the meeting has been canceled 
or rescheduled, and the time allotted to 
present oral statements can be obtained 
by contacting the DFO. 

(d) The use of still, motion picture, 
and television cameras will be 
permitted at the discretion of the 
Chairman and subject to the condition 
that the use of such equipment will not 
interfere with the conduct of the 
meeting. The DFO will have to be 
notified prior to the meeting and will 
authorize the use of such equipment 
after consultation with the Chairman. 
The use of such equipment will be 
restricted as is necessary to protect 
proprietary or privileged information 
that may be in documents, folders, etc., 
in the meeting room. Electronic 
recordings will be permitted only 
during those portions of the meeting 
that are open to the public. 

(e) A transcript will be kept for certain 
open portions of the meeting and will be 
available in the NRC Public Document 
Room (PDR), One White Flint North, 
Room 0-1F21, 11555 Rockville Pike, 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738. A copy of 

the certified minutes of the meeting will 
be available at the same location three 
months follOWing the meeting. Copies 
may be obtained upon payment of 
appropriate reproduction charges. ACRS 
meeting agenda, transcripts, and letter 
reports are available through the NRC 
Public Document Room at pdr@nrc.gov, 
by calling the PDR at 1-800-394-4209, 
or from the Publicly Available Records 
System (PARS) component of NRC's 
document system (ADAMS) which is 
accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/ 
adams.htmJ or http://www.nre.gov/ 
reading-rm/doe-collections/ (ACRS & 
ACNW Mtg schedules/agendas). 

(0 Video teleconferencing service is 
available for observing open sessions of 
ACRS meetings. Those wishing to use 
this service for observing ACRS 
meetings should contact Mr. Theron 
Brown, ACRS Audio Visual Technician, 
(301) 415-8066 between 7:30 a.m. and 
3:45 p.m. eastern time at least 10 days 
before the meeting to ensure the 
availability of this service. 

Individuals or organizations 
requesting this service will be 
responsible for telephone line charges 
and for providing the equipment and 
facilities that they use to establish the 
video teleconferencing link. The 
availability of video teleconferencing 
services is not guaranteed. 

ACRS Subcommittee Meetings 
In accordance with the revised FACA* 

the agency is no longer required to 
apply the FACA requirements to 
meetings conducted by the 
Subcommittees of the NRC Advisory 
Committees, if the Subcommittee's 
:ecommendations ~ould be. 
mdepe.ndently reVIewed by Its parent 
CommIttee. 

The ACRS, however, chose to conduct 
its Subcommi~tee meetings in 
accordance WIth the proce~ures noted 
abov~ for ACRS full ~ommlttee. . 
mee~ngs, a.s ~pp:opnate, to facIl~tate 
pubhc partICIpation, and to prOVIde ~ 
f~rum for stakeholders to expr~ss theIr 
VIews on regulatory matters bemg 
considere~ by the A~S. When 
SubcommIttee meetings are held at 
locations other than at NRC facilities, 
reproduction facilities may not be '1 bl t bl t
aVa! a e a a reasona e cos. . 1 . fth . 1According y, 5.0 copIes 0 . e matena s 
to be used durmg the meetmg should be 
provided for distribution at such 
meetings. 

information, persons with agreements 
permitting access to such information 
may attend those portions of the ACRS 
meetings where this material is being 
discussed upon confirmation that such 
agreements are effective and related to 
the material being discussed. The DFO 
should be informed of such an 
agreement at least five working days 
prior to the meeting so that it can be 
confirmed, and a determination can be 
made regarding the applicability of the 
agreement to the material that will be 
discussed during the meeting. The 
minimum information provided should 
include information regarding the date 
of the agreement, the scope of material 
included in the agreement, the project 
or projects involved, and the names and 
titles of the persons signing the 
agreement. Additional information may 
be requested to identify the specific 
agreement involved. A copy of the 
executed agreement should be provided 
to the DFO prior to the beginning of the 
meeting for admittance to the closed 
session. 

Dated: September 23,2005. 

Annette Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary ofthe Commission. 
[FR Doc. E5-5317 Filed 9-28-05; 8:45 amI 
B/LUNG CODe 759CHl1-P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguard:- Meeting o! the 
Subcommittee on Digital 
Inst.rumentatlo.n and Control Systems; 
Notice of Meeting 

The ACRS Subcommittee on Digital 
Instrumentation and Control Systems 
will hold a meeting on October 20-21, 
2005 Room T-2B3 11545 Rockville 
Pike:Rockville, M~land. 

The entire meeting will be open to 
public attendance, with the exception of 
a portion that will be closed on 
Thursday, October 20,2005,8:30 a.m. 
until 12:30 p.m. to discuss safeguards 
information pursuant to 5 U.S.C, 
552b(c)[3). 

The agenda for the subject meeting 
shall be as follows' 
Th dOt b '20 2005-8'30 urs ay, coer, . a.m.

unti'l the close of busm'ess 
F id October 21 2005-8:30 a.m. 

r ~:¥i th 1 ib . 
un 1 e c ose 0 usmess 
The purpose of the meeting is to 

. . . ,review selected digital instrumentation 
Spe~Ial PrOVISIons When ProprIetary and control research projects and 
SeSSIons Are To Be Held related matters. The Subcommittee will 

If it is necessary to hold closed hear presentations by and hold 
sessions for the purpose of discussing discussions with representatives of the 
matters involving proprietary Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
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and other interested persons regarding 
this matter. The Subcommittee will 
gather information, analyze relevant 
issues and facts, and formulate 
proposed positions and actions, as 
appropriate, for deliberation by the full 
Committee. 

Members of the public desiring to 
provide oral statements and/or written 
comments should notify the Designated 
Federal Official, Mr. Eric A. Thornsbury 
(telephone (301) 415-8716), five days 
prior to the meeting, if possible, so that 
appropriate arrangements can be made. 
Electronic recordings will be permitted. 

Further information regarding this 
meeting can be obtained by contacting 
the Designated Federal Official or the 
Cognizant Staff Engineer between 7:30 
a.m. and 4:15 p.m. (ET). Persons 
planning to attend this meeting are 
urged to contact one of the above named 
individuals at least two working days 
prior to the meeting to be advised of any 
potential changes to the agenda. 

Dated: September 21. 2005. 
Michael R. Snodderly, 
Acting Chief, ACRSIACNW. 
[FR Doc. E5-5318 Filed 9-28-05; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 759G-Ol-P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

Final RegUlatory Guide: Issuance, 
Availability 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) has issued a revision 
to an existing guide in the agency's 
Regulatory Guide Series. This series has 
been developed to describe and make 
available to the public such information 
as methods that are acceptable to the 
NRC staff for implementing specific 
parts of the NRC's regulations, 
techniques that the staff uses in 
evaluating specific problems or 
postulated accidents, and data that the 
staff needs in its review of applications 
for permits and licenses. 

Revision 33 of Regulatory Guide 1.84, 
"Design, Fabrication, and Materials 
Code Case Acceptability. ASME Section 
Ill," lists the NRC-approved Code Cases 
from Section Ill, "Rules for Construction 
of Nuclear Power Plant Components," of 
the Boiler and Pressure Vessel (BPV) 
Code promulgated by the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME). In so doing, this guide 
identifies the Code Cases that nuclear 
power plant applicants and licensees 
can use to comply with the NRC's 
requirements in Title 10, Section 
50.55a(c), of the Code ofFederal 
Regulations [10 CFR 50.55a(c)], "Reactor 
Coolant Pressure Boundary." 

Specifically, 10 CFR 50.55a(c) requires, 
in part, that components of the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary must be 
designed, fabricated, erected, and tested 
in accordance with the ASME Section 
III requirements for Class 1 components 
(or equivalent quality standards). The 
ASME publishes a new edition of the 
BPV Code (which includes Section ill) 
every 3 years, new addenda every year, 
and Code Cases every quarter. 

Revision 33 of Regulatory Guide 1.84 
identifies the Code Cases that the NRC 
has determined to be acceptable 
alternatives to applicable provisions of 
Section Ill. For this revision, the NRC 
staff reviewed Section III Code Cases 
listed in Supplement 12 to the 1998 
Edition of the ASME BPV Code through 
Supplement 6 to the 2001 Edition. 

The newly approved Code Cases and 
revisions to existing Code Cases will be 
incorporated by reference into 10 CFR 
50.55a(b), which identifies the latest 
editions and addenda of Section III that 
the NRC has approved for use. Code 
Cases approved by the NRC may be used 
voluntarily by licensees as an 
alternative to compliance with ASME 
Code provisions that have been 
incorporated by reference into 10 CFR 
50.55a(b). Section III Code Cases not yet 
endorsed by the NRC may be 
implemented through 10 CFR 
50.55a(a)(3), which permits the use of 
alternatives to the Code requirements 
referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a, provided 
that the proposed alternatives result in 
an acceptable level of quality and safety, 
and their use is authorized by the 
Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation. 

On August 3,2004, the NRC staff 
published a draft of this guide as Draft 
Regulatory Guide DG-1124. Following 
the closure of the public comment 
period on September 2,2004, the staff 
considered all stakeholder comments in 
the course of preparing Revision 33 of 
Regulatory Guide 1.84. 

The NRC staff encourages and 
welcomes comments and suggestions in 
connection with improvements to 
published regulatory guides, as well as 
items for inclusion in regulatory guides 
that are currently being developed. You 
may submit comments by any of the 
following methods. 

Mail comments to: Rules and 
Directives Branch, Office of 
Administration, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington, DC 20555
0001. 

Hand-deliver comments to: Rules and 
Directives Branch, Office of 
Administration, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, 11555 Rockville Pike, 
Rockville, Maryland 20852, between 

7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal 
workdays. 

Fax comments to: Rules and 
Directives Branch, Office of 
Administration, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission at (301) 415-5144. 

Requests for technical information 
about Revision 33 of Regulatory Guide 
1.84 may be directed to Wallace E. 
Norris, at (301) 415-6796 or 
WEN@nrc.gov. 

Regulatory guides are available for 
inspection or downloading through the 
NRC's public Web site in the Regulatory 
Guides document collection of the 
NRC's Electronic Reading Room at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc
collections/. Electronic copies of 
Revision 33 of Regulatory Guide 1.84 
are also available in the NRC's 
Agencywide Documents Access and 
Management System (ADAMS) at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/ 
adams.html, under Accession 
#ML052130562. Note, however, that the 
NRC has temporarily suspended public 
access to ADAMS so that the agency can 
complete security reviews of publicly 
available documents and remove 
potentially sensitive information. Please 
check the NRC's Web site for updates 
concerning the resumption of public 
access to ADAMS. 

In addition, regulatory guides are 
available for inspection at the NRC's 
Public Document Room (PDR), which is 
located at 11555 Rockville Pike, 
Rockville, Maryland; the PDR's mailing 
address is USNRC PDR, Washington, DC 
20555-0001. The PDR can also be 
reached by telephone at (301) 415-4737 
or (800) 397-4205, by fax at (301) 415
3548, and by email to PDR@nrc.gov. 
Requests for single copies of draft or 
final guides (which may be reproduced) 
or for placement on an automatic 
distribution list for single copies of 
future draft guides in specific divisions 
should be made in writing to the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555-0001, Attention: 
Reproduction and Distribution Services 
Section; by email to 
DISTRIBUTION@nrc.gov; or by fax to 
(301) 415-2289. Telephone requests 
cannot be accommodated. 

Regulatory guides are not 
copyrighted, and Commission approval 
is not required to reproduce them. 
(5 U.S.C. 552(a)) 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 15th day 
of August. 2005. 
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- Proposed Agenda 

Revision: 6 October 2005
 

Cognizant Staff Engineer: Eric Thornsbury (301-415-8716, eat2@nrc.gov)
 

October 20 - Open Session 

Opening Remarks and Objectives G. Apostolakis, ACRS 1:30 - 1:40 pm 

II 

EPRI Guidance for Preforming Defense-in-Depth 
and Diversity Assessments fo Digital Upgrades: 
Applying Risk-Informed and Deterministic 
Methods 

R. Torok, EPRI 1:40 - 3:40 pm 

Break 3:40 - 3:50 pm 

System Aspects of Digital Technology Overview 
V (3.1) 

Environmental Stressors (3.1.1) 

W. Kemper, RES 
S.Amdt,RES 

C. Antonescu, RES 

3:50 • 4:50 pm 

4:50 • 5:50 pm 

Recess for the day 5:50 pm 

October 21 - Open Session 

Reconvene 8:30am 

Opening Remarks and Objectives G. Apostolakis, ACRS 8:30 - 8:45 am 

Emerging Digital Technology and Applications 
Overview (3.5) 

S. Amdt, RES 
C. Antonescu, RES 

8:45 - 9:30 am 

Wireless Technology (3.5.6) C. Antonescu, RES 9:30 -10:15 am 
IV f-------....;;.;....;.....~~-------+--------_+-------__l 

Break 10:15-10:30 am 

System Diagnosis, prognosis, and on-line 
S.Amdt,RES 10:30 - 11 :45am 

monitoring (3.5.1)
 

Closing Discussion and Future Plans
 G. Apostolakis, ACRS 11 :45am-12:00pm 

Adjourn 12:00 pm 

Notes: 
Topic I, Security Aspects of Digital Systems, 8:30am -12:30pm on October 20, will be 
closed to the public to discuss research that includes safeguards information. 
Topic JlI, Overview of Framatome Teleperm XS System, has been postponed to another 
meeting. 
Presentation time should not exceed 50% of the total time allocated for a specific item. 
Number of copies of presentation materials to be provided to the ACRS - 35. II 
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Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
Digital Instrumentation and Control Sub-committee Meeting 

October 20, 2005 

Roman Shaffer 
William Kemper 

Engineering Research Applications Branch
 

Division of Engineering Technology
 

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
 

(301-415-7606, ras3@ nrc.gov, 301-415-7585, wek@ nrc.gov) 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
May be e::<em ~ from PJbl ic release under the Freedcm of
 

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
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release. 
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INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 

OVERVIEW 

• Introduction 

• Cyber Security Research Program Summary 

• Regulatory Bases for Cyber Security Research
 

• Completed Cyber Security Research: FY01 - FY04 

• Potential Cyber Security Concerns 

• Cyber Security Research FY05 - FY09 

• Summary 
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(~) STATEMENT ON INFORMATION 
~~<t" SECURITY 

• The presentation slides should be handled 
as Official Use Only in accordance with 
NRC Management Directive 12, "Security" 
-	 MD Handbook 12.6, "NRC Sensitive 

Unclassified Information Security Program" 

• Some of the discussion may be at the 
SAFEGUARDS level 
- Details of certain licensee facilities 
- Details on known vulnerabilities of certain 

devices 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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~'" .' .. ~!f)l'" .. .tfJ
••*~,. FY05 - FY09 

NRC Digital System
 
Research Plan
 

FY 2005 to FY 2009
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:: I: Security Research Program: 
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"J , ,;w' 

:It'•• '1t? FY05 - FY09 
As a regulator, the NRC has established: 
• Necessary criteria for law abiding 

individuals who use nuclear materials for 
peaceful purposes 

• Inspections programs that monitor licensee
 
programs to confirm compliance with the
 
regulations 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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tl'J Security Research Program:
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+q*~1'.·~ FY05 - FY09 
• Cyber security is concerned with 

protecting against those individuals, 
groups, and nation states who have made 
a conscious decision to disregard the law 
and attack a nuclear facility 

• Threat from legal retribution is not a 
deterrent 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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'( . Security Research Program: 
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 FY05 - FY09 

• OBJECTIVE 
- Provide technical bases and tools, 

techniques, and acceptance criteria to NRC 
staff so that they can more efficiently confirm 
that licensees and applicants are in 
compliance with regulatory criteria pertinent to 
safety and security of nuclear facilities 
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~ FY05 - FY09 

• PRODUCTS 
- Regulatory guidance (RGs, BTPs, NUREGS, 

etc) and their technical bases 

- Tools applicable to nuclear safety systems 

- Assessment methodologies 

- Acceptance criteria and inspection 
procedures
 

- Staff training cu rricula
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~
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Y'~	 Research 

•	 Existing criteria
 
- 10 CFR Parts 50 and 73
 
- General Design Criteria (1 OCFR50 App. A)
 
- Standard Review Plan, Chapter 7
 
- IEEE Standards 603 and 7-4.3.2
 

•	 Safety Evaluations of Topical Reports
 
- Teleperm XS
 
- Common Q
 
- Tricon
 
- others
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Regulatory Bases for Security
' t 1/

"'+t>.::':: ,..	 Research 
• Security - 10 CFR 73 and Orders 
• NRR SRP - 10 CFR 50.34(h) 
• GDC -	 10 CFR 50 APP A 

- GOG 20 - Protection system functions 
- GDG 21 - Protection system reliability and 

testability 
- GOG 23 - Protection system failure modes 
- GOG 29 - Protection against anticipated 

operaffonaloccurrences 
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~LJ*.*~.~ Research 
• Proposed guidance 

- Proposed Revision 2 to RG 1.152 
- NEI 04-04 (references NUREG/CR-6847, self-

assessment tool) 

• Will also use data from completed RES 
projects
 
- Safety system assessments
 
- Protocol assessments
 
- Firewall study 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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~~*:* •. +d'	 Research 
• Research focus on SRP, Chapter 7 review 

process 
- Section 7.1 , "Introduction", (II. Acc. Criteria) 

• One-way broadcast is the preferred approach to 
interconnect safety and non-safety systems 

-	 Appendix 7.1-C, "Guidance for Evaluation of 
Conformance to IEEE Std 603" 

• References IEEE Std 603 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2 
regarding independence between safety systems 
and non-safety systems 

• Addresses electronic access 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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'I"I} ~ 
*it.1t" , Research 
•	 Research focus on SRP, Chapter 7 review
 

process (cant.)
 
-	 Section 7.7, "Control Systems," (III. Review 

Procedures) 
• Addresses electronic access via network connections and via 

maintenance equipment 

- Section 7.9, "Data Communication Systems," (III. 
Review Procedures) 

• States the goal of the review is to'confirrn that the DeS does 
not present an electronic path by which unauthorized 
personnel can change plant software or display erroneous 
plant status information to the operators 
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•	 Research focus on SRP, Chapter 7 review 
process (cant.) 
- Branch Technical Position HICB-14, Guidance on 

Software Reviews for Digital Computer-Based 
Instrumentation and Control Systems 

• "Functional characteristics" directly relate to the actions that 
the safety system software must take 

• One functional characteristic is 
- Security: "The ability to prevent unauthorized, undesired, 

and unsafe intrusions. Security is a safety concern insofar 
as such intrusions can affect the safety-related functions 
of the software." 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10CFR 2.390 
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Completed Cyber Security
 
Projects: FY01 - FY04
 

• Safety System Isolation Study 

• Protocol Robustness Analyses 

• Network Security Tool Vulnerability Case 
Study 

• NSIR projects 
- Power Reactor Pilot Study 

- Licensee Self-Assessment Methodology 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 . 
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.", . . ,''''' ;t Completed Cyber Security 
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it'1r*1t'" Projects: FY01 - FY04 

•	 Safety System Isolation Study 
- Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
- Reviewed existing regulations and guidance 

• NRC regulations 
• NRC guidance 
• External guidance, including other federal and 

private industry 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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 Projects: FY01 - FY04 

•	 Safety System Isolation Study, cant. 
-	 Reviewed documentation on two digital platforms 

approved for safety-related applications 
• Teleperm XS 
• Westinghouse Common Qualified (Common Q) 

-	 Documentation 
• Topical reports 

• Safety Evaluations 

• Vendor documentation, including visits with vendors 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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•	 TXS SER 2000 
•	 Acquisition, Processing,
 

and -Actuation (voting)
 
computers
 

•	 Embedded bus protocols 
•	 Service Unit allows
 

monitoring, coding, and
 
on-line diagnostics
 
(protected by key switch)
 

•	 W2K and Linux gateways 
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•	 Common Q SER May
 
2003
 

•	 AC160 

•	 Flat-Panel Display
 
System for Operator
 
and Maintenance
 
interfaces
 

•	 Embedded bus 
DPPS 

protocols .. ~ WESTINGHOUSE PROPRIETARYJ£.:::.	 ..:?_.,.... 
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•	 TRICON SER 2001 
•	 TMR system, very

reliable architecture 

TRICON
 

Dull P.wet' Rill' 

Dull POll'''I 
Ret~I'~" t 

•	 Hot-swappable boards I 
upon failure 

•	 Embedded bus protocols 
- Foxboro IA u,smm t 
- Modbus 

D.wnsm.... 

Up Stnllm 

- Ethernet (802.3) D_Slrnm 

Dull P.rt RAM 
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'It.~.f; Projects: FY01 - FY04 

•	 Protocol Robustness Analyses 
- Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
- Investigated fieldbus protocols for generic 

security issues 
- Implemented certain "attacks" against a 

specific protocol - MODBUS 
• Attack scripts using SPIKE 

INFORMATION WITHHELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH 10 CFR 2.390 
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0\ >~ Completed Cyber Security 
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***"IV-tt Projects: FY01 - FY04 

• Network Security Tool Vulnerability Case 
Study 
- Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
- Investigated open-source firewall for security 

vulnerabilities resulting from software defects 
- Performed public domain survey of known 

firewall vulnerabilities 
• Several products mentioned, such as Checkpoint 

FW-1 
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Projects: FY01 - FY04 

•	 Conclusions
 
- Embedded bus protocols (e.g., fieldbusses) are
 

generally vulnerable 
- Known vulnerabilities exist in commercial systems 
- Future effort will evaluate generically approved digital 

safety platform applications for potential 
vulnerabilities 

- Staff will review the submittals using information 
obtained from FY01-FY04 research, as well as FY05
FY09 research as it comes available 

-	 The generically approved platforms will be assessed 
using well known cyber assessment methods during 
the FY05-FY09 research 
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•	 PROJECTS
 
- Safety System Assessments
 
- Protocol Assessments
 
- Evaluation of safety ¢> non-safety system
 

interconnections 

•	 PRODUCTS 
- Test reports, including mitigation measures 
- Taxonomy of potential vulnerabilities 
- Methodologies (including procedures and tools) for 

reviews and inspections
 
- Training curricula
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• PROJECTS
 
- Safety System Assessments
 

• Safety - commercial contract 
• Security -	 DoE with vendor support 

- N6113, N6114, N6116 

-	 Protocol Assessments 
• Safety - look at standards/specifications 
• Security -	 DoE, Digital Bond, Plant Data, British 

Columbia Institute of Technology 

• Beginning Q4FY05, end FY08 
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• Need physical access to systems to validate 
concerns and identify protection and 
mitigation measures 

• Approach 
- Domestic Cooperative Research Agreements
 

(DCRAs) with both vendors and licensees
 
• Working on DCRAs with two vendors and one licensee 

• Potentially another vendor and licensee 

- Obtain access to systems and perform "dynamic" 
assessments 
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• RES is interested in other threats against
 
critical infrastructure involving physical
 
attacks 

• RES will investigate methods of 
manipulating electromagnetic effects to 
cause damage or disruption of digital
 
systems 
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• Electromagnetic (EM) attacks may not be 
widely recognized as threats to digital 
systems 
- EM pulses (on the scale of nanoseconds) 

generate shockwaves of intense energy 
- The intense EM fields can generate voltage 

transients of thousands of volts in exposed 
electrical conductors 
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•	 EM threats are generated by: 
- High-Altitude nuclear weapon airburst 
- High-Power EMP generation techniques (non

nuclear)
 
- High-energy microwave technology
 

• Directed energy 
• Focused particle beams
 

- Low-Energy RF weapons
 
• Not for damage, but cause system disturbance 
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• Compact, non-nuclear EM weapons are 
becoming technically feasible 
-	 Weapons can be used selectively and 

intermittently 

- Weapons can be disguised, thus escaping 
detection/capture 

- Weapons can be used to attack strategic 
targets like NPPs 
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*'It** «...• Vulnerabilities 

• Electrical and electronic components are 
susceptible
 
- Power generating equipment
 
- Computers
 
- Cyber networks
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• Threats from EM attacks could be among the
 
most dangerous to critical infrastructure 
- EM attacks can enter system at any point 
- Widespread damage or surgical strikes 
- Can attack communications or command & 

control systems with equal ease
 
- Can be used to cause:
 

• Destruction of hardware 
• Excursions in system parameters that lead to 

disruption (system disconnect for self preservation) 
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• Tasks 
-	 Study the vulnerability of digital safety 

systems to EM attacks 
• Coupling mechanisms for EM energy to enter 

safety systems 

• Interactions between deposited energy and 
electronic components 

• Failure mechanisms 
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•	 Tasks, cant. 
-	 Understand and define the threat posed by 

EM attacks 
• Obtain and understand static and mobile variants 

of EM weapons 
•	 Capabilities of EM weapons 
•	 Effects of EM weapons on safety systems 

-	 Define and implement a protection strategy 
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•	 Products 
- Documented Technical basis for regulatory 

guidance, including recommendations on 
objective acceptance criteria 

- Recommendations on preferred practices of 
performing EM vulnerability assessments 

- Documentation on preferred tools 
- Training curricula for transfer of knowledge to 

NRC staff 
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•	 Flexible program focused on developing:
 
- Regulations and regulatory guidance
 
- Tools and methodologies
 
- Acceptance criteria
 
- Staff training
 

•	 Potential cyber concerns identified FY01 - FY04 
•	 Next phase of research, FY05 - FY09, will
 

validate cyber concerns
 
•	 Significant interaction with industry expected 
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•	 Network security research will address 
- Secure Network Design Techniques 
- Wireless Network Security 
- Firewall Security 
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•	 Networking is the interconnection of subsystems 
(e.g., controllers, actuators, and sensors) with 
the objective of communicating among the. 
subsystems 

•	 Networking of subsystems can present
 
vulnerabilities to a cyber attack through a
 
vulnerable subsystem
 
- Inadvertent design features
 
- Incorporated design features
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• Existing networks at nuclear facilities are being 
reviewed to identify potential vulnerabilities and 
mitigation strategies for preventing cyber attacks 
-	 Reactive regulation 

•	 Regulatory guidance, acceptance.criteria, and 
review procedures for networks to be installed 
have not been developed 
-	 Proactive regulation 
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•	 This research project (N6116) will develop 
- Insider, outsider, and developer cyber vulnerability guidance and 

acceptance criteria for built-in and added-on security mitigation 
strategies to address interfacing network access, wireless 
network access, and equipment in-transit access for network 
systems yet to be developed 

- New regulatory requirements correlated to the acceptance 
criteria, if needed, to support rule making 

- Recommendations for tools and methodologies for evaluating 
secure network designs prior to being installed in nuclear 
facilities
 

- Review procedures and inspection procedures
 

- Training
 

• 30 FY06 - 30 FY08 
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• The primary security issue with wireless signals 
is that they could be intercepted and corrupted 
from beyond the boundaries of a protected area 
- Difficult to control access to wireless signals 
- Requires a layered defense approach because no 

single security measure can ensure a wireless 
network is impenetrable 
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•	 IEEE 802-11 b wireless LAN accommodating all 
major voice, data, and video applications in
plant 

•	 Materials management system 
•	 Personal teledosimetry system 
•	 Condition-based monitoring 
•	 Centrifugal charging pump gearbox smart
 

sensor
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• Wireless technologies in the non-nuclear 
industry include 
- Wireless local area networks (LANs) 
- Radio frequency identification (RFID) tagging 
- Radio frequency sensor technology 

•	 Proactive research is needed before safety
related wireless networks are proposed by 
licensees 
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•	 Wireless network security research will 
- Identify wireless technologies appropriate for safety 

systems in nuclear facilities 
- Formulate guidance for administrative controls, 

engineering designs, network diversity, and 
segmentation strategies for protecting wireless 
systems from cyber attacks 
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• There is a potential for connecting safety 
systems to non-safety systems via protected 
gateways and priority logic controllers 

• These network connections could provide a 
potential security vulnerability 

•	 License applications have proposed use of 
firewalls as a primary method for restricting 
access to nuclear facility networks 
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• Cyber attacks preventing access to network 
resources and penetrating secure 000 
computers illustrate the potential for cyber 
vulnerabilities in secure networks 

• The ability to penetrate firewalls poses a 
potential threat to nuclear facility safety and 
security 

• Firewalls are effective only when they are
 
implemented and maintained correctly
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•	 Currently NRC only has vendor-supplied 
information to rely upon 

•	 Firewall research will be conducted to develop 
- Information on classification and characteristics of 

firewalls 
- Guidance on security policies for firewalls 
- Guidance on installing and maintaining firewalls 
- Expanded review guidance of NUREG/CR 6847 to 

assist reviewers in evaluating the security risk of 
firewalls 
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•	 Network security research will address
 
- Secure Network Design Techniques
 
- Wireless Network Security
 
- Firewall Security
 

•	 Research will develop
 
- Regulatory guidance
 
- Acceptance criteria
 
- Review procedures
 
- Training curricula
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Secure Network 
Design 1tchniques
 

JCN: N6116
 

Develop 
Technical Guidance 

1.0 

............................................. ., .. 
Security of : 

Digital Platform 5 

N6113 ................................ " ' 

I 
IMid... 

Cyber VUlnerability 
Guidance 

1.1 

Developer 
Cyber Vulnerability 

Guidance 
1.3 

Outsider 
Cyber VulnerabDity 

Guidance 
1.2 

~ 

. 

Develop
 
Regulatory Acceptance
 

Criteria
 
2.0 

I
 
I
 

Recommend
 
Toots and Methodologies
 
for Evaluating Compllancel 

3.0 

I
 
Develop
 

Review &Inspection
 
Procedures
 

4.0 

1 
Develop
 

Training Curricula
 
5.0 
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Insider
 
Cyber Vulnerability
 

Guidance
 
1.1 

t 
Maintenance
 

Interface Access
 
Cyber Vulnerablilty
 

Guidance
 
1.1.1 

I 

Strengths 
(typ.) 

1.1.1.1.1 

Built-In 
Mitigation 
Strategies 

(typ.) 
1.1.1.1 

I 

Guidance 
(typ.) 

1.1.1.1.3 

Weaknesses 
(typ.) 

1.1.1.1.2 

I
 
Added.Qn
 
Mitigation
 
Strategies 
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1.1.1.2 

I 

Input/Output Access
 
Cyber Vulnerability
 

Guidance
 
1.1.2 

I 

PROM/EPROM Access
 
Cyber Vulnerability
 

Guidance
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Interfacing
 
Network
 
Access
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I 
I 

I 
Built-In 

Mitigation 
Strategies 

Added-On 
Mitigation 
Strategies 

1.2.1.1 1.2.1.2 
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Wireless
 
Access
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I
 
EqUipment
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Access
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Developer 
Cyber Vulnerability 

Guidance 
1.3 

Implanted Features 
Cyber Vulnerability 

Guidance 
1.3.1 

Design Features 
Cyber VUlnerability 

Guidance 
1.3.2 
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• Current issues 
-	 Ever increasing use of digital systems requires new 

information and continuous improvements to the .
review process 

- Digital systems will take on an ever increasing role 
in the protection and control systems in nuclear 
power plants 

- New system challenges will continue to emerge (tin 
whiskers, Ie card aging, etc.) 
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System Aspects of 
Digital Technology 

3.1 

I COTS Digital
Safety Systems 

3.1.3 

Effect of Total 
Harmonic Distortion 
on Dig ital Systems 

3.1.5 

Diversity and 
Defense-in-Depth 

3.1.7 

System 
Commu nications 

3.1.2 

Power Distribution 
System Interactions 

with Nuclear Facilities 
3.1.4 

Operating 
Systems 

3.1.6 
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•	 System aspects of digital technology involve 
those factors, both internal and external, that 
affect the performance of a digital system as a 
whole. 

•	 This part of the research program will address 
aspects of digital systems that can adversely 
affect safety due to 
- Environmental stressors 
- Systems interactions associated with power 

distribution and total harmonic distortion effects 
- Operating systems and system communications 
- Diversity and defense-in-depth, and COTS systems 
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•	 This research program provides 
-	 Fundamental understanding of digital technologies used in 

safety systems including system strengths and weaknesses 

- Technical information needed to review development and 
installation issues for digital technologies in safety systems 

- Technical guidance for licensing digital technologies in safety 
systems 

- Tools, methodologies, and objective acceptance criteria for 
reviewing these systems 

•	 Seven project areas are currently included in the NRC 
Digital System Research Plan 
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•	 Environmental compatibility for safety-related I&C 
systems depends on maintaining the expected 
environment in the nuclear power plant arld 
qualifying the equipment to withstand that 
environment 

•	 Current project includes enhancing the technical 
bases for conducted EMI/RFI, development of 
regulatory guidance for ensuring adequate 
lightning protection and development of 
qualification standards for computer-based 
equipment important to safety in mild 
environments 6 
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• The trend in digital safety systems is towards 
networked intrasystem architectures using 
dedicated communication microprocessors and 
proprietary communication protocols 

•	 NRC needs detail information to evaluate these 
complex digital communication systems and the 
failure analysis techniques for these 
architectures 
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•	 Research will identify 
- Communication systems likely to be used for safety 

functions 
- Features of safe protocols for data transfer 
- Failure scenarios and mitigation strategies 

• These methods will be further refined using 
realistic safety-related COTS systems for 
incorporation into NRC review methodologies 

•	 This project is projected to start in FY07 
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•	 The nuclear industry is retrofitting existing analog systems 
with COTS-based digital systems 

•	 Licensees typically use a combination of processes to 
dedicate COTS equipment for safety related applications 
- Special tests and inspections 

- Supplier surveys 

- Source verification 

- Performance history 

•	 NRC performs qualitative assessments of COTS
 
dedications
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• This project will assess currently available
 
methods for quantitatively determining the
 
acceptability of COTS components.
 

•	 Perform case studies of possible quantitative 
safety assessment methods for reviewing COTS 
components including: 
- Hardware 
- Software 
- Interactions between safety system channels and 

between safety and non-safety systems
 
- Human-machine interfaces
 

• This project is projected to start in FY07 10 
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•	 Nuclear power plant are subject to loss-of-off
site power due to grid disturbances, resulting in 
loss of power and voltage fluctuation internal to 
the nuclear power plant 

• Loss of power and voltage fluctuations have the 
potential to cause digital systems to exhibit 
failures that may not have been seen in the 
analog components that they replace 

•	 Digital systems are being deployed for control 
and protection systems in the plants as well as 
being integrated into other components (smart 
sensors, power supplies, etc.) 11 
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•	 Research will support ongoing RES efforts to 
- Understand the effects of NPP digital component and 

system interactions and potential for eMF caused by 
electric transmission and distribution system 
disturbances 

- Develop methods capable of modeling the complex 
system interactions needed to determine the effect of 
power fluctuations on digital system in nuclear facilities 

-	 Review existing standards to determine their 
applicability for addressing these issues 

• This project is projected to start in FY08 
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*'"	 PROJECT 3.1.5 
•	 Switching power supplies, non-linear loads, etc., 

cause harmonic distortion of electric power 
(commonly termed as THO) that may affect 
digital systems adversely 

•	 Newer digital components are more sensitive to 
power quality disturbances
 
- Higher Ie circuit densities
 

-Lower voltage requirements for memory states 

-	 Higher power requirements 

13 
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• The research will evaluate the effects of THD on 
digital component performance and safety and 
review existing standards (for example IEEE Std 
519) to determine their applicability for 
addressing THO related effects on digital 
components 

• This research will also identify methodologies for 
evaluating the effect of THD on digital systems 
and determining if existing power specifications 
are adequate 

• This project is projected to start in FY08 
14 
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•	 Operating systems used in nuclear safety 
applications continue to become more complex 

•	 NRC and licensees may not be able to assess 
proprietary COTS operating systems adequately 

•	 RES reviewed potential impacts of operating 
systems on the reliability and safety of digital 
systems in the past but the results were 
inconclusive 
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• This research will: 
- Study design aspects, best practices and failure 

modes of operating systems 
- Identify safety-critical design aspects of operating 

systems 
- Acquire or develop tools and procedures for 

assessment of operating systems 
-	 Develop processes for performing safety 

assessments of operating systems 

• This project is projected to start in FY08 
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•	 D3 position and guidance are deterministic
 
- STP HICB-19 is not risk-informed
 
- NUREG/CR-6303 provides alternatives without
 

identifying the most acceptable approach 

• The nuclear power industry has proposed risk
 
informed approaches to address the D3 issue 
- Leak before break 
- Risk contributed by CMF 

• The nuclear power industry has proposed
 
designs that would combine echelons of
 
defense-in-depth, and operator actions for
 
diversity
 17 
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 DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH 
• The project will 

- Perform case studies of digital safety system 
configurations to determine their susceptibility to CMF 

- Test NUREG/CR-6303 coping strategies to develop 
best practices, methodologies and acceptance criteria 
for 03 designs 

- Review insights from probabilistic analysis of CMF 
- Verify, from a deterministic standpoint, that existing 

guidance (SRP STP HICB-19) is realistically 
conservative 

• This project is projected to start in FY06 
18 
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TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY 

•	 The research area focus on system aspects of digital 
technology involve those factors, both internal and 
external, that affect the performance of a digital system 
as a whole 
- Environmental stressors 
- Systems interactions associated with power distribution and total 

harmonic distortion effects 
- Operating systems and system communications 
- Diversity and defense-in-depth, and COTS systems 
- New challenges to digital system will continue to emerge (tin 

whisker, Ie card aging, etc.) 

•	 These research projects will provide objective 
acceptance criteria and review procedures that augment 
and supplement existing SRP guidance for approving (or 
denying) digital safety system license applications 

19 
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- Impetus for EPRI Defense-in-Depth and Diversity (03) Project 

- Current regulatory gUidance 

- Key propositions 

• EPRI 03 Guideline approach 

• Technical issues 

- Digital common cause failure 

• Susceptibility and defensive measures 

• Estimating probability of failure
 

- Risk insights
 

• Impact of diversity on safety/risk 

• Modeling digital equipment in PRAs 

• Recommendations for RES, NRR activities 
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Presenters 

• Jack Stringfellow Working group chairman, SNC 

• Ray Torok, EPRI (rtorok@eprLcom) 

• Thuy Nguyen EPRI/Electricite de France 

• Dave Blanchard Applied Reliability 

Presenters represent industry working group - 10 utilities 
design, PRA and licensing engineers; 4 equipment suppliers; 
4 consultants/integrators; NEI and EPRI 

Background - EPRI 03 Project 

• Industry working group started in early 2002 

• NRC staff (I&C, PRA, RES) attended working group meetings 
in 2002,2003 and 2004 

·03 Guideline (product #1002835) published December 2004 
offers alternative to NRC gUidance 

• Extends NRC approach 

• Applies risk insights to improve focus on safety 

• Submitted for NRC review February 22,2005 

• Met with staff April 2005 

• Still awaiting NRC letter on path forward 
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Regulatory Environment 

Industry and NRC staff need a stable, predictable, and 
practical licensing approach for integrated digital upgrades. 

- Current guidance is "difficult to implement" 

- Current guidance is void of risk insights 

- Recent experience - NRC staff not honoring SERs for 
topical reports 

- Regulatory positions are changing without changing the 
governing documents 

- Timeliness of planned research does not support near
term submittals 

Irrlpetus for EPRI 03 Project 

• Digital upgrades are in progress for many plants/systems 

• Software common-mode failure issue is still unsettled 

- Need to ensure "adequate coping capability" or diversity & defense
in-depth (03), but.. ..
 

- Regulatory uncertainty - utilities and staff
 

- Protracted, unpredictable reviews
 

• Current NRC guidance is problematic 

- Can require backups that add complexity and cost without 
improving safety
 

- May not address events that are risk-significant
 

- Discourages plant upgrades that would enhance safety
 

- Requires analysis of events that are not safety-significant
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Current Regulatory Guidance 
BTP-19 of Chapter 7 of NUREG 0800 (Standard Review Plan), 
NliREG/CR-6303 

• Evaluation of plant coping capability during digital CCF 

- 15 step process 
• Break digital system into blocks 

• Identify blocks with common software 

• Determine effects of simultaneous failure of common blocks on ESFAS and RTS 

- Reanalyze events in FSAR 
• Best estimate assumptions 

• Acceptance criteria based on 10 CFR 100 (radiation release)
 

- Add diverse backups for actuating RTS or ESFAS as needed
 

• Approach characteristics 

- Deterministic, with focus on RPS, ESFAS and FSAR events 

- Software safety significance distorted 
• Failure probability = 1.0 
• Other failure contributors in the system ignored 

Risk-Informed Method Offers Advantages 

___________________IIIlIIiI!IIHl••~mwHm'%ap/ 

• Keep's focus on safety -	 can show where software has risk 
significance, assess D3 accordingly 

• Allows consideration of digital system design features and
characteristics that protect against digital CCF, e.g.,
 

- Self testing
 
- Data validation
 
- Fault-tolerance
 

• Allows consideration of risk associated with adding diverse
backups (e.g., spurious actions) 

• Consistent with updated technical and regulatory trends 

• Technical issues can be addressed
 
- Digital system failure probabilities
 
- Modeling digital equipment in PRA
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Deterministic versus Risk-Informed
 
Example 1 - Large Break LOCA
 

______________________,'.JiiWMWiWli1JWiHi., 

LBLOCA with digital CCF in low pressure injection (LPI) 

Deterministic (BTP-19) method 

Insufficient time for operator action 

Credit for leak detection backup (per BTP-19) disallowed by NRC 

Therefore, diverse actuation of LPI and supporting systems needed as backup 

Application of risk insights would: 

Consider low probability of digital CCF in LPI system 

Show LBLOCA concurrent with digital CCF is a negligible contributor to core 
damage frequency (CDF) 

Show that a diverse backup for the I&C 

- Would not reduce risk (large rotating components dominate) 

- Will add complexity and increase probability of spurious actuation 

BTP-19 method adds hardware and complexity, but questionable safety 
benefit 

Deterministic versus Risk-Informed 
Example 2 - Risk-Significant Events from PRA 

Beyond design basis events considered in PRA 

Are unevaluated using deterministic (BTP-19) method 

Analyzed in FSAR 

Analyzed in PRA 

~-o:;:::.--... sc..·;;:::· so,:;::= ~:~. :=~-:::::.. , 
~. " .f' ,r. e 

.r~.........!.-·_·_·_· 

,._11 -~o... __• 

Risk-informed method addresses known risk significant accident sequences 

10 
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Complementary Views of Digital Reliability Issues 

_____________________III!lUIilli_iNF+ "'", 

RES focus EPRI focus 

How reliable is the software? X 

How reliable does it need to be? x 
How to prove reliability claim x 
How to establish reasonable assurance x 
What process attributes affect reliability? x 
What design attributes affect reliability? x 
How can digital systems fail? x 
Which failure effects are important to safety? x 
How to accurately model digital in PRA x 
Which behaviors need to be modeled in PRA x 
Solve problem for general purpose software x 
Solve problem for high-integrity application software x 

11 

Key Propositions of Today's Presentation 
_____________________,'M!l!iWII\NWMliifuhwf" 

• Use of risk insights in 03 evaluations improves ability to manage safety 
issues associated with postUlated digital CCFs 

• It is possible to derive useful risk insights for 03 evaluations now
 

Without precise knowledge of failure probabilities
 

Without detailed PRA modeling of digital I&C
 

• It is possible to estimate reliability of digital equipment for 03 
evaluations now, based on deterministic evaluation of the equipment 

• Future research by RES and others will enhance methods and accuracy 

Software reliability 

Modeling digital systems in PRA 

12 
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EPRI D3 Guideline Methods 

• Extended Deterministic - based largely on BTP-19 approach 
- Use risk insights from PRA to address problematic events 

• Standard Risk-Informed - risk focus with realistic assumptions 
- Update PRA and regenerate risk results 

• Simplified Risk-Informed - risk focus with conservative assumptions 
- Use input from existing PRA to estimate change in risk 

• Risk-informed methods use Regulatory Guide 1.174 acceptance guidance 
(based on tiCDF, tiLERF ) 

• All three methods include confirmatory defense-in-depth review, similar to 
the Significance Determination Process (SOP) 

• If acceptance criteria not met, can refine assumptions, use one of the other 
methods, modify the design, or add a backup function 

13 

First Step in 03 Evaluation is Identifying 
Susceptibilities to Digital CCF 

• BTP-19 (NUREG/CR 6303): 
- Identify "blocks" such that intemal failures don't propagate beyond block 

boundaries 
- Blocks that contain the same software modules are deemed susceptible 

• EPRI "defensive measures" approach looks "inside the block" to: 
- Identify design features, behaviors, etc. that restrict digital failures I CCFs to 

small, manageable sets of potential failures 
- Constrain the "digital issues" problem to actual behaviors of realistic safety 

systems 
- Meet the intent of the NUREG and refine it to reflect more recent methods 

• Goes beyond process-based evaluation, considers as-built behaviors 
• Shows objectively why there is low potential for digital failure 
• Allows objective comparison of digital and analog systems
 

- Improve susceptibility assessment for deterministic approach
 
- Provide practical reliability treatment for risk-informed evaluations
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Susceptibilities to Digital CCF 
________________IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZIiliiXi1i@@1i&U4<iir1\:,'

• Evaluation of defensive measures provides a deterministic 
basis for estimating likelihoods of failure and CCF for 
digital equipment. However, 
-	 It is different from standard PRA treatment of hardware reliability 

Digital failures are not random - they involve: 

• Likelihood that system will encounter unanticipated conditions 

• Likelihood that unanticipated conditions will cause unacceptable 
result in context of plant application
 

- It requires
 

•	 Expertise in software 

• Detailed knowledge of the design and functioning of the digital 
system 

'5 

Digital Failures and Digital CCFs: 
Necessary Ingredients 

• In well-designed digital systems, defensive measures may be 
used to reduce and help evaluate: 
- The likelihood of the different types of residual digital faults 
- The possible activating conditions 
-	 The likelihood that an activating condition concurrently affects mUltiple


channels
 
• Also 

- Not all activations of digital faults result in digital failure 
- Not all digital failures and digital CCFs are risk-significant 

!B 
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Example of Defensive Measures: the Minefield Metaphor
Cyclic Behavior with Well-Identified Influence Factors 

Influence Factor: Anything that affects software trajectory_____________________..£©%tiMW@!f1Wllitp'>i",,·· 

I&C Platform Software may not be a 
Dominant Cause of Digital CCF 

• Main software modules 
- Operating System 
- Application Software 

• Standard Elementary Functions 
• Application Specific Software 

.O=~~::::E~::~~~~::~es [O~ r:r:;
 
- Postulated residual faults are unlikely .•~ .• 

to be activated during a plant transient L.;.;...;.............P.;.;;;fg;.;:nt..:.ti... .....-l
~n.:.:::S;;;:.:im~i:::.;¢o:.:.;n::::ditJ::::'():.:.h 

• Standard Elementary Function defensive measures 
- Small, simple, independent, usually stateless modules, well

mastered algorithms, very thorough V&V, operational experience 
- Digital faults are unlikely 
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Digital Faults in 
Application Specific Software 

Specification Faults 

Lack of understanding: specifiers do 
not fully understand or know the 
context of the I&C system 

Expression faults: functional 
specification does not accurately 
reflect requirements or properly 
account for analo Idi ital differences 

• In high quality software, digital failures tend to be predominantly 
caused by specification faults 
- The most likely failures usually have low risk significance 
- Channels implementing the same functional specification are likely to 

fail concurrently, regardless of other forms of diversity 
-	 Functionally diverse specifications are not necessarily immune from
 

related understanding mistakes
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Defensive Measures are Essential in Assessing
 
Susceptibility and Reliability for D3 Evaluations
 

___________________lIilIiIIIl�tW!Jl?·$%l#t£J;M£N-' 

• Evaluation of defensive measures helJ:>s identify the dominant
 
causes of digital failure and digital CCF on a deterministic basis
 

• A digital system with appropriate defensive measures can be shown
 
to be at least as reliable as an equivalent analog system
 

- Application specification (not the embedded software) dominates 
dIgital failure likelihood 

- Likelihood of specification errors is comparable for equivalent 
analog and digital systems 

- Digital hardware uses fewer components, is more reliable and 
more fault-tolerant 

• Claims like this should be supported by appropriate evidence and
 
documentation
 

20 
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From Defensive Measures to Risk Insights 

• Using 'Defensive Measures' approach: 
- Provide evidence that probability of failure (on demand) for a digital I&C 

channel is on the same order as that for a similar analog channel
 
- Select 13 for the I&C in:
 

• Identical trains in same system (probably 1.0) 
• Different systems (between 0 and 1.0) 

• Based on the diversity and defense-in-depth in the existing mechanical 
and electrical systems that is modeled in the PRA 

- Incorporate potential effects of digital CCF into the PRA
 

- Evaluate change in core damage frequency
 

• Use sensitivity studies to develop insights 
- Under what accident sequence conditions does I&C diversity have value? 

- Under what conditions are the results insensitive to digital CCF?
 

- Why?
 

21 

Limited Scope PRA Studies 

• Plant-specific PRA models for a PWR and BWR used 
to evaluate effects of digital CCF on:
 

Selected systems
 

PWR BWR 
• Aux feedwater • HPCI & RCIC 
• Safety injection • Low pressure injection 
• Service water • Emergency depressurization 
• AC power ·AC power 

Selected accident sequences 

PWR BWR 
• Loss of feedwater with • Turbine trip with failure of
 

failure of secondary cooling all injection
 
and feed & bleed • Large LOCA with failure of
 

• Small LOCA with failure of low pressure injection
 
high head safety injection
 

22 
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Full Scope PRA Studies 

• Full scope level 1 internal events PWR PRA used to 
evaluate effects of digital CCF on all accident sequences 
- 18 initiating events, -200 accident sequences
 

- Mitigating systems
 

·45Gs	 • 2 motor AFW! 
• 2 turbine MFW pumps!	 1 turbine AFW pump
 

1 startup FW pump ·251 pumps!
 
• 3 Condensate pumps	 2 charging pumps
 

·2 RHR pumps
 
·2 PORVs
 
·2 EDGs
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Digital CCF Effects in PRA
 

I&C channel reliability (Pelf) 
.1()·Zldem to 1().6Idem 

I&C common cause (13) 
·1.0 to 0 

Electrical and mechanical mitigating 
system I&C diversity 

• 1 System diverse from IE (13=0) 
• 2 Systems diverse from IE 
• 2 Systems diverse from IE, 1 actuated 
byDAS 

• 2 Systems diverse from IE, both 
actuated by operator 

• 2 Systems diverse from IE and each 
other 

Conbibution of 
thilllEto 

Overall Plant 
Rtsk (CDF) 

24 
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2 systems diverse from IE 

2 Systems diverse from IE. 1 actuated 
by DAS 

2 systems diverse from IE (and each 
other) 

Mffigaling System Design 

_______________________

Full Scope PRA Sensitivity Study 

Example Results
 

ik~~iji%fi@M~:fl~·.;'*+<;  

CDF Results Summary p.. = 1o-'/dem 

Loss ofFW 

F'E =8.0E-2Iyr 
CDF =5.1E-7/yr 

CDF Results Summa 
Medium LOCA 

FIE =4.0E-51yr 

CDF =1.42E-7/yr 

2 Syslems diverse from IE, both 
actualed by operalor 

2 Systems diverse from IE, 1 actuated 
byDAS 

1 system diverse from IE 

2 systems diverse from IE (but not 
each other) 

Mffigaling System Design 

2 systems diverse from IE (and each 
other) 

25 

Risk Insights - When is 03 of value for a digital 
I&C system? 

• Dictated by: 
Frequency of the initiating event 

- Existing 03 of the mechanical and electrical mitigating systems 

• Examples 
High frequency events benefit from 03 in the I&C 

•	 Multiple, diverse mitigating systems 

•	 Want to preserve existing diversity of electrical/mechanical equipment 

Low frequency events receive little benefit from the addition of 
diversity in the I&C 

•	 Single mitigating system with little diversity between redundant trains of 
electrical/mechanical equipment 

13 



Risk Insights - How reliable does a digitall&C 
system need to be? 

__________________IIII_�!Hl�III'l'liIlIM'l.UI:!V'biW"'[ii"· 

• Dictated primarily by the frequency of the initiating event 
-	 High frequency events benefit the most from reliable digital I&C
 

(e.g., Turbine Trip, Loss of FW)
 

• Reliability of a channel of digitall&C need only be similar to a 
functionally similar channel of analog I&C (Pdf -1 E-4/dem) 

• Some degree of diversity needed in actuating mitigating systems 
(ability of operator to implement EOPs independent of digital failure is 
generally sufficient) 

Low frequency events are insensitive to the reliability of the digital 
I&C (e.g., LOCAs, MSLB) 
• Single mitigating system with reliability dominated by major rotating 

equipment (Pdf -1 E-2 to 1E-3/dem) 

• Also insensitive to potential for common cause failure of redundant 
channels (13 -1)cc 

27 

Conclusions 

• Utilities want to install digital upgrades now.	 An improved 03 
approach is needed now 

• New digital system evaluation techniques make it possible to 
improve on the assumption that software failure probability is 1 or 0 

• Proposed methods in the EPRI 03 Guideline: 

- supplement and complement the BTP-19 approach, improving 
both practicality and safety focus 

- meet the intent of BTP-19 in that they are effective ways to 
"demonstrate vulnerabilities to common cause failure have been 
adequately addressed.U 

• Future research on digital reliability and PRA modeling will offer 
improvements in accuracy, modeling techniques and risk insights 

14 



Recommendation for Further Research
 

• Continue Work on Digital Reliability, but.. ..... 
-	 Don't start with "general case" software (complex, multi

tasking, etc.) 
• It's too difficult 
•	 It's not relevant to NPP safety systems 
• Constrain the problem by starting with simple, high-quality 

software appropriate for safety applications 
- Keep track of where 03 is of value and what levels of 

reliability are actually needed 
- Include consideration of designed-in behaviors - they are 

more revealing, more deterministic, and more important 
than process-based criteria
 

- Coordinate with industry to ensure that:
 
• Important issues are addressed 

o,,,",,,,~,,"?~""·"·,"HestJ!ts.-afe ractical and useful 29 
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Effects of Environmental Stressors on 
Safety-Related I&C Systems Are Being 
Addressed in Regulatory Research 

o	 Lightning Protection 
- DG-1137 presented to ACRS on July 6,2005 
- Reviewed by ACRS on July 18, 2005 
- Will be issued as Regulatory Guide 1.204 

o	 Environmental Qualification for Mild Environments 
- DG-1077 was developed in response to a User Need 
- It provides comprehensive guidance on mild environment 

qualification of safety-related computer-based I&C systems
 
- DG-I077 was revised to endorse the recently updated IEEE
 

standard
 

o	 Electromagnetic Compatibility 
-	 Industry proposal for relaxed susceptibility test limit under
 

evaluation
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DG-1077 Has Been Revised to Update 
and Enhance the Qualification Guidance 
It Provides 

o	 DG-1077 was presented to ACRS on February 6, 2003 

o	 ACRS approval for release as a final effective guide was 
granted on February 14, 2003 

o	 DG-1077 was deferred pending consideration of new 
version of IEEE qualification standard (Letter from 
Mayfield to Horrin/NUGEQ, May 30, 2003) 

o	 IEEE 323-2003 was released on September II, 2003 

o	 Review of IEEE 323-2003 has been conducted 

o	 DG-1077 has been revised and is now DG-1142 
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Comparison of IEEE 323-1983 and IEEE 323

2003 Showed No Significant Differences for
 
Mild Environment Qualification 

o	 Primary differences involve practices for harsh environment 
qualification 
- IEEE 323-2003 added provisions for using condition monitoring as part of 

on-going qualification 
- Application of dual transients in DBA testing as a form of margin was 

deleted 
- Other wording changes raise some issues that must be considered before 

endorsement for harsh environment qualifisation 
- Guidance on documentation for mild environment qualification remains 

the same in both versions and is inconsistent with regulatory practice 

o	 Qualification practices in IEEE 323-2003 are appropriate for mild
 
environment application with clarifications and conditions
 

o	 Technical basis for endorsing lEe 60780 (1998) remains unaffected
 
- Equivalent to practices in IEEE 323-2003
 
- Reduced scope of DG-I077 limits endorsement to mild environment
 

application only 
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DG-I077 Endorses Current Environmental 
Qualification Standards for Safety-Related 
Computer-Based I&C Systems in Mild 
Environments 

o	 Qualification practices in IEEE 323-2003 and IEC 60780 
(1998) endorsed as acceptable for application to safety
related computer-based I&C systems located in mild 
environments 

o	 Guidance applies to new or modified safety-related I&C 
systems in existing and future nuclear power plants that 
employ computers 

o	 Guidance addresses unique characteristics of computer
based I&C systems as well as acceptable evidence for mild 
environment qualification of complex technology 
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What has Changed in DG-1077 

D Endorsem.ent of dOll1estic qualification standard 
updated to reflect ll10st recent version of IEEE 323 

o Regulatory positions reflect revised scope and 
provide pointers to guidance on key related issues 
- Practices in standards endorsed for application to safety-related 

computer-based I&C systems located in mild environments, subject 
to conditions and clarifications 

- Guidance on harsh environment qualification has been deleted and 
a pointer to RG 1.89 as prevailing guidance added 

o DG-I077 is ready to proceed with release for a 
second round of public com.m.ents 
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DG-I077 Endorsement of Qualification 
Standards Includes Exceptions and 
Enhancements 

.0 DG-1077 provides one enhancement to IEEE 323-2003 and 
lEe 60780 (1998) 
- Unique characteristics of microprocessors are addressed [Position 1] 

.:. Equipment must be operating and performing intended function during 
testing (consistent with Ch. 7, NUREG-0800 and IEEE 7-4.3.2) 

.:. Dynamic response of distributed system must be evaluated (consistent 
with Ch. 7, NUREG-0800) 

o	 DG1077 provides one exception to IEEE 323-2003
 
- Exception is taken to Clause 7.1 of IEEE 323-2003 [Position 4]
 

.:. Documentation provided to show evidence of environmental
 
qualification must be consistent with the guidance in clause 7.2
 

.:. Design Specification/Certificate of Conformance is not sufficient
 
documentation of qualification for mild environments (consistent with 
Chapter 7, NUREG-0800) 
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DG-1077 Provides Pointers to Acceptable 
Guidance on Key Related Issues 

D EMI susceptibility testing guidance is provided in R.G. 
1.180 Rev. 1 [Position 2] 

D Harsh environment qualification guidance is provided in 
R.G. 1.89 Rev. 1 [Position 3] 
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Response Is Generally Positive to
 
Regulatory Guidance on Electromagnetic
 
Compatibility in Nuclear Power Plants
 

o EPRI TR-I02323 - "Guidelines for Electromagnetic 
Interference Testing in Power Plants"
 
- Originally issued in September 1994
 

- Reviewed and accepted with stipulations in SER in April 1996
 

- Rev.1 update in 1996; Rev. 2 in 2000; and Rev. 3 in 2005 (no
 
revisions have been endorsed) 

o RG-l.180 - Guidelines for Evaluating EMI/RFI in Safety-
Related I&C Systems 
- Originally released in January 2000 
- Rev. 1 update in May 2003 

- Industry response is generally positive 

- One significant issue concerns industry - CSl14 operating envelope 
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EPRI is Requesting that NRC Review the 
CSl14 Operating Envelope in RG 1.180, 
Rev. 1 Citing that Its Previous 
Measurements Were Flawed 
o	 CSl14 is a high-frequency conducted susceptibility test 

that has proven problematic for nearly all equipment 
tested and most equipment requires redes'ign to pass or 
justification for exception 

o	 CSl14 operating envelope in RG 1.180, Rev. 1 
incorporated plant data and analysis from EPRI 

o	 EPRI cites that its measurements and analysis of plant 
data were flawed, i.e., it included transient data that 
could not be separated from continuous wave data 

o	 EPRI cites that CSl14 operating envelope in RG 1.180, 
Rev. 1 is subsequently flawed 

10 



Background EPRI Collected Conducted
 
Emissions Data in 1994 

o	 Conducted emissions measurements were
 
made in seven plants and included captured
 
power transients
 

o	 Subsequent EPRI data profile showed high
 
conducted emissions levels in plants
 

o	 RES made limited conducted emissions
 
measurements in plants - infrequently
 
allowed because of their intrusive nature
 

o	 RES data profile showed lower levels but had
 
high degree of measurement uncertainty
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Background RES Incorporated EPRI 
Data into Development of NRC CSl14 
Envelope 

o	 Started with operating envelope for military ground
 
facilities in MIL-STD 461D
 

o Adjusted operating envelope to incorporate EPRI plant
 
data and be consistent with SER based on TR-I02323
 

o	 Goal was to ensure that safety-related equipment could 
withstand ambient conducted emissions in plants 

o	 Technical basis is documented in NUREG/CR-6431 
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EPRI is Now Revising Its Original Data 
Collection and Analysis Rationale 

o	 EPRI cites that conducted emissions data should not 
have included captured power transients, as these are 
addressed by power surge susceptibility testing 

o	 EPRI cites that the CSl14 operating envelope was not 
intended to be based on conducted emissions 
measurements, but rather should be based on the 
radiated emissions environment - it's a coupling issue 

o	 EPRI cites that its original rationale was flawed and 
hence the SER operating envelope based on TR-I02323 
was flawed 

13 
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RES Is Looking Into EPRI's Rationale
 
and Request 

o	 RES has reviewed the information received from 
EPRI regarding the CSl14 operating envelope in 
TR-I02323 

o	 RES is investigating the rationale for the EPRI 
. proposed CSl14 operating envelope 

o	 RES will update RG 1.180, Rev. 1 if the results of 
the investigation justify 
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What Unique Characteristics of Microprocessor 
Technology Are Addressed? 

o	 Need to operate the equipment as it is tested by performing full range 
of functions 
- Specified in IEEE 7-4.3.2 
- Results from complexity of functions that can be performed and the range 

of operational states assumed by computers 
-	 Confirms performance of software operating on hardware under 

environmental stress 

o	 Need to evaluate dynamic response of distributed system under
 
environmental stress
 
- Consistent with Channel Integrity and System Integrity guidance in
 

NUREG-0800 Sections 7.1-B 6 and 7.1-C 10
 
- Confirmatory research showed that digital communication interfaces can 

be vulnerable to intermittent upsets that impede data flow and can 
interrupt function (NUREG/CR-6406) 

-	 Confirms that system design requirements for time response are met even 
under environmental stress (e.g., when full system testing is not practical) 
and addresses sequential execution and accumulated delay 
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Original DG-I077 Explicitly Addressed Harsh
 
Environment Technical Issues 

o	 Exceptions were taken to resolve issues 
- Dual transients without amplitude margin not acceptable for DBA 

testing 

- Aging to an end-of-life condition is necessary for Category A 
(harsh environment) qualification to meet 10 CFR 50.49 
requirement 

o	 Revised DG-I077 does not apply to harsh environment 
qualification so exceptions (and previous qualification 
location categories) were deleted 
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IEEE 323-2003 Poses "Issues" That Must be
 
Considered 

o	 Margin for age conditioning 
- Statement that suggested margin factors do not apply to aging still 

exists 
- Discussion of type testing specifies need for margin only for DBE 

testing (strengthening the implication that margin for aging is not 
necessary) 

-	 As with IEEE 323-1983/ no explicit requirement for margin in age 
conditioning is present 

o	 LOCA/HELB test profiles 
- No specification of dual transient with margin 
- Profile figure shows single transient with margin on magnitude 
- Time margin omitted without justification 

19 



IEEE 323-2003 Poses "Issues" That Must be 
Considered (cont) 

o Radiation source 
- Unqualified permission to use a gamma source 
- Requirement to test against all significant types of radiation present in the 

service conditions is dropped 
- Requirement to subject equipment to radiation equivalent to or greater 

than that expected in service is dropped 

o Operating experience 
- Change in qualification by experience from requiring that equipment 

differences do not affect the ability to perform the safety function to 
instead permit differences as long as they do not "unacceptably" reduce 
the capability to perform the safety function 

o Analysis 
- As with IEEE 323-1983, the criteria that must be satisfied for the analytical 

technique to be considered valid are not explicitly stated 
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IEEE 323-2003 Poses "Issues" That Must be 
Considered (cont) 

D Extension of qualified life 
- Methods similar to those in IEEE 323-1983 that address 

identification of conservatism as a basis for qualified life extension 
are present 

- Requirement that on-going qualification methods must be 
technically justified and documented is deleted 

o	 Age conditioning 
-	 Requirement of conservatism in age conditioning eliminated with 

no comparable requirement of margin 

o	 Documentation 
- As with IEEE 323-1983/ design specifications and certificates of 

conformance are declared as sufficient documentation for 
equipment qualification in mild environments 
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Only One IEEE 323-2003 Issue Relevant 
For DG-I077 Endorsement 

o	 All but one issue relevant to only harsh environment 
qualification 
- DG-I077 only addresses mild environment qualification for specific 

technology 

-	 Other issues must be addressed prior to endorsement of standard 
for harsh environment use 

o	 Exception taken in DG-I077 to mild environment issue 
- Design specification/certificate of conformance not sufficient 

documentation for mild environment qualification of safety-related 
computer-based I&C systems 

- Provides acceptable evidence up front rather than through RAls 

- Avoids implication that mild environment qualification not 
necessary 

22 



Is There a Conflict With Two Regulatory Guides 
Endorsing the Satne Standard? 

o The purpose of regulatory guides is not to give a blanket endorsement of a 
stanaard but rather to provIde guidance on an acceptable method to address a 
particular issue related to satisf)ring the Commission's regulations 
- RG 1.89 describes an acceptable method for satisfying 10 CFR 50.49 
- DG-I077 describes acceptable methods for satisfying 10 CFR 50.55a(h) and 

GDC4 
- Neither guide has endorsement of IEEE 323 as its fundamental purpose 

o Two regulatory guides focus on different aspects of the environmental 
qualification issue 
- Harsh environment qualification for Class IE electrical equipment in RG 

1.89 

o 

- Mild environment qualification for safety-related computer-based I&C 
systems in DG-I077 

Effectively, the two guides endorse IEEE 323 for distinct applications and there 
is no inconsistency or conflict 
- For continuity and stability, the focus of R.G. 1.89 should remain on 

qualification in harsh environment to satisfy 10 CFR 50.49 
- DG-I077 addresses specific considerations for unique technology by 

focusing on qualification of safety-related computer-based I&Csystems in 
mild environments 
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Existing Regulatory Guidance on 
Environmental Qualification 
Distributed Among Se:veral Resources 

o	 Regulatory Guide 1.89 
- Addresses 10 CPR 50.49 for electrical equipment important to safety 
- Limits scope to harsh environments that are subject to Design Basis 

Accident (DBA) conditions
 
- Endorses IEEE 323-1974
 

o	 NUREG-0588 
- Provides NRC staff position on environmental qualification of safety

related electrical equipment 
- Applies to qualification based on IEEE 323 
- Describes equipment categories that includes mild environment 

applications (equipment not subject to DBA) 
- States qualification for mild environment should be supported by test or 

test and analysis 
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Existing Regulatory Guidance on 
Environmental Qualification Distributed 
Among Several Resources (cont) 

o	 NUREG-0800, Chapter 7 
- Provides review guidance to NRC staff on environmental qualification of 

safety-related I&C systems 

- References design criteria from IEEE 7-4.3.2 

- Specifies qualification for mild environments according to IEEE 323 

- States testing of channel or system"as a whole" is preferred but notes that 
licensee should confirm conservative design if testing not practical 

o	 DG-I077 is intended to provide a roadmap for an effective and 
acceptable use of existing guidance 
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Regulatory Uncertainty Can Arise Without 
Explicit Co-mprehensive Guidance 

o	 Is qualification for mild environments necessary and what is sufficient 
evidence? 

- Excluded from scope of 10 CFR 50.49 but implicitly required in 10 CFR 
50.55a(h) 

- Guidance distributed over several sources
 
.:. IEEE 603/279, IEEE 7-4.3.2
 
.:. NUREG-0588
 
.:. NUREG-0800 Chapters 3 and 7 
.:. SERs 

- When are certificates of conformance or conservative designs acceptable? 

o	 Are existing national (IEEE 323-2003) or international (lEe 60780)
 
standards acceptable?
 

o	 Recent review of Topical Reports continued a case-by-case treatment of 
qualification for mild environments 
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Why is DG-I077 Needed? 

D	 Unique characteristics of microprocessor-based equipment 
(functional and hardware) should be addressed 

o	 No existing endorsement of current national or 
international consensus standards on environmental 
qualification 

o	 No comprehensive regulatory guide defining approach to 
qualification for mild environments 

o Potential regulatory burden arises from case-by-case
 
treatment of qualification for mild environments
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Emerging Technology 
and Applications Program 

• Vendors, licensees, owners groups, and nuclear 
industry will continue to develop and propose 
new technologies for nuclear facilities 

• Knowledge about these new, emerging 
.technologies is critical for NMSS, NRR, and 
NSIR staff to license these technologies in 
safety related applications in an effective and 
realistic manner 

• The research program in this area includes 
- Developing additional information 
- Developing assessment tools and review 

methodologies 
- Revising regulatory guidance to support unique 

features of each new technology 
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Emerging Technology 
and Applications Program 

• This part of the research program will include an effort 
to identify important emerging technology, and 
investigating the technologies that may have a 
regulatory impact 

• Ongoing projects include 
- Emerging technology evaluations 
- On-line Monitoring 
- Wireless technology 

• Future project include 
- System Diagnosis and Prognosis 
- Advance Instrumentation 
- Advanced Controls 
- Radiation Hardened Integrated Circuits 
- ASIC's and FPGA's 
- Smart Transmitters 
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Emerging I&C Technologies Have 
a Potential Regulatory Impact 

•	 REQUEST: User Need NRR-2002-017 

• ACTION:	 Investigation of emerging technologies is 
included in the NRC Digital Research Plan for FY 
2001- FY 2004 

• BENEFIT:	 The NRC will be better prepared to 
make future regulatory decisions in these areas by 
becoming informed of emerging I&C technologies 
and applications postulated for use in nuclear power 
plants in a timely manner 
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RES Initiated an On-Going Study 
of Emerging I&C Technologies 

• Approach: 
- Survey significant technological advances 
- Assess prospective applicability for NPPs 
- Identify potential research needs for consideration 
- Confirm elements of NRC Digital Research Plan 
- Contribute to updated I&C Research Plan 

•	 Reviews of the Emerging Technologies Are 
Presented as Periodic Reports 
- Staff reviews, findings and evaluate need for focus 

research in specific areas. 
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I&C Technology Survey Findings 
Were Reported in NUREG/CR 6812 

• Technological Focus Areas: 
- Sensors and measurement systems 

- Communications media and networking 

- Microprocessors and other integrated circuits 

- Computational platforms (computers, programmable 
logic controllers, application specific integrated circuits, 
etc.) 

- Diagnostics and prognostics 

- Control and decision 

- Human-system interactions 

- High-integrity software 
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Findings on the Focus Areas Are
 
Summarized in the First Report
 

• Sensors and Measurement Systems 
- Several new radiation, power, and process sensors were 

under development as a result of the research stimulus 
provided by the DOE programs NERI, International NERI, and 
Nuclear Engineering Education Research (NEER) 

- Report recommended to follow their progress because of their 
potential for implementation in nuclear power plants, with 
attendant improvements in operating margins, etc. 

• Communications Media and Networking 
- The survey anticipated the application of wireless technology 

to increase because of their cost, availability, and flexibility 

- The report recommended near-term research to better 
characterize the deployment issues 
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Findings on the Focus Areas Are 
Summarized in the First Report (cont'd) 

• Microprocessors and Other Integrated
 
Circuits
 
- Survey identified key I&C technologies that merited long-term 

monitoring because of their significance for nuclear 
applications 

• Radiation-hardened ICs 
• Optical processors (in particular, optical digital signal 

processors) 
• Nanotriodes 
• System-on-chip (SoC) circuitry 
• Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 
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Findings on the Focus Areas Are 
Summarized in the First Report (cont'd) 

• Computational Platforms (computers, 
programmable logic controllers, ASICs, etc.) 
- Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and real-time 

operating systems were identified as technologies to be 
monitored 

- Increased cost of dedicated commercial software-based 
systems pointed to increased applications of ASICs 

- Performance and reliability characteristics of operating systems 
must be well-understood 
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Findings on the Focus Areas Are 
Summarized in the First Report (cont'd) 

• Diagnostics and Prognostics 
- Survey confirmed the need for continued monitoring 

of these technologies 
• Likely integration of control and diagnostics for autonomous 

plant operation 

• Expected greater reliance on surveillance and prognostic 
methods to facilitate predictive maintenance 

• Methods for assessing accuracy, stability, and reliability of 
diagnostics and prognostic techniques are appropriate 
candidates for near-term research 
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Findings on the Focus Areas Are 
Summarized in the First Report (cont'd) 

• Control and Decision 
- Most significant change expected may be the 

transfer of more and more of the decision
making responsibility to I&C systems 

- Consideration should continue to be given to: 
• role of human in nuclear plant operations; 

• capabilities and reliability of autonomous control 
systems (familiarity with capabilities and configuration 
options of highly autonomous control systems should 
be developed before the long-term deployment 
concepts reach fruition) 
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Findings on the Focus Areas Are 
Summarized in the First Report (cont'd) 

• High-integrity Software 
- Survey findings confirmed the need for near-term 

attention in two areas, as identified in the I&C 
Research Plan: 

• Investigate Objective Software Engineering Criteria 

• Investigate Criteria for Software Testing 
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Second Report Used the Same 
Focus Areas, but With Emphasis 
on the Sensor Technologies 

• Summary Updates For the Technology Focus 
Areas Are Provided 

• Sensors and Measurement Systems Focus 
Area Was Selected For More Detailed Study: 
- Sensors are likely to have the greatest safety impact because 

they have a direct bearing on operating and protection margins; 
- Some new sensor designs have the likelihood of maturing into 

commercial deployment in power plants in the near term; 
- Some of the most significant advances in the technology focus 

areas are in the area of sensors. 

• Potential Regulatory Impact of Each of the 
Sensor Technologies Is Discussed 
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Updates on Technology Focus Areas 
are Provided in Second Report 

• Sensors and Measurement Systems 
- New sensors are being developed that are close to 

commercialization (e.g., silicon carbide detector, fuel mimic 
power monitor, Johnson noise) 

- Some are capable of high temperature operation
 

- All applicable in retrofits as well as new plants
 

• Radiation-Hardened Electronics 
- Progress being made but not yet ready for near-term application 

- Considerable effort is being expended in rad-hard IC 
development for space reactor applications 

- Warrants monitoring in periodic surveys 
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Summary of Findings in Sensors 
and Measurement Systems Focus 
Area 

Silicon carbide flux monitor may become 
commercially available in the near term 
- Can combine the functions of current three-flux 

monitors into a single system 
- Can improve operating and safety margins 
- Important parameters such as drift, accuracy, 

repeatability and degradation over time, were not 
available for detailed review 

- Should continue to be monitore( 

Detection of neutrons via charged 
particle production by the 6Li(n, a) 
reaction in a converter foil. 
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Summary of Findings in Sensors
 
and Measurement Systems Focus
 
Area
 

Fuel mimic power monitor uses a unique sensing 
technology, but commercialization may still be a few 
years away ~--r;.::-.? Pt leads 

/' Atz0 3 cap- Provides a direct measurement of the nuclear
 
energy deposited into a fuel mimic mass
 ./' U235 core 
Provides an accurate and direct measurement of ./ BeD layer
reactor power 

•	 May provide licensees a basis for applying for 55 shell 

increase in their licensed operating power level /' Pt socket 
- Current (second generation) systems have
 

problems with drift
 
- Commercialization is still some years away and
 

progress should continue to be monitored
 
- Fuel pellet at steady state -> Qdep = Qremoved =
 

UA(Tfuel- T coolant)
 
- If a resistance-heating element is placed inside
 

this fuel pellet, then at steady state:
 

Qdep, nuclear + Qdep, electrical = UA (J1T) = Constant 
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Function 
Q 

Thermal Noise 

Summary of Findings in Sensors and 
Measurement Svstenls Focus Area 

T/R Transfer"" . P ; iiIJohnson Noise Thermometry is 
Calibrate Fast Response nearly ready for the nuclear II-..~~~I Transfer & Accurate 

True Function Temp Value power plant environment.	 Temp of RTD 
Process 

(V')=4k. TR4f I----"y'-----I 
Johnson 

Noise I ~I DSP•	 Advantages incl ude: 

____~~. Measure 

- Inherently drift free operation
 
- Insensitivity to the material condition of the detector
 

•	 Immune to contamination and thermo-mechanical response shifts that plague thermocouples 
and RTDs. 

- These advantages should improve operating as well as safety margins 

•	 Problems that have hampered commercial utilization in the past: 
-	 Long response time because of long integration time required. 

•	 ORNL Implementation: Dual mode thermometer, in which the temperature 
measurement is made with an RTD. The resistance-to-temperature 
conversion is continuously updated using Johnson noise (on-line, self 
calibration) 

•	 Regulatory implication: required calibration intervals could be relaxed 
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Summary of Findings in Radiation
Hardened I&C Technology Focus Area 

•	 Advances continue to be made in rad-hard I&C technology that will 
facilitate introduction of smart transmitters into containment in the near 
future 

Use of technologies such as silicon-on-insulator (SOl) 
Integration of chalcogenide material with radiation-hardened CMOS process to 
produce memory arrays 

•	 Most advances are driven by space applications 
Trip modular redundant processing 
Use of advanced error-corrected dynamic RAMs 
Monitoring of progress in rad-hard I&C applications in space should continue 

•	 Nanotriodes are not likely to be deployed in NPPs in the near future. But 
progress should be followed, given that they could eventually enable 
smart sensors to migrate into the most inhospitable areas of the plant 

It is basically a re-invention of the vacuum tube on a miniature scale 
Average density of nanotriodes on a silicon wafer is of the order of 109 per cm2 , 

comparable to the density of MOS transistors 
Nanotriodes are advantageous over MOS devices in radiation resistance and 
temperature tolerance
 
Current problem areas include longevity and reproducibility
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Next Steps: We Are Currently 
Evaluating the Path Forward for the 
Emerging Technologies Project 

• Possibilities Include: 
Updates every three years 
Selection of one focus area (e.g., rad-hard electronics) for 
detailed treatment, OR 
Review for experience and trends with advanced I&C 
systems in other industries that have some relevance for 
nuclear power applications. 
•	 In effect, look at advanced I&C architectures and the 

underlying digital technology in the process industry, fossil 
power industry and other industrial applications. 
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NRC Job Code Y6475 Is Developing the 
Technical Basis for Implementing Wireless 
Systems in NPPs 

o Impending migration of wireless systems is expected 
- Wireless communications (audio and video) 
- Wireless data systems 

o Wireless systems can enhance efficiency 
- Improve general operational awareness 
- Monitor operations in remote areas 
- Increase mobility and flexibility of plant personnel 

oWireless systems have the potential to cause safety problems 
- Cyber security breaches 
- EMI/RFI 
- Intermittent availability 
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Project Plan Encompasses a Systematic 
Evaluation of the Implementation of 
Wireless Systems in NPPs 

o	 Phase 1-Complete 

- Identify and assess the state of 
wireless systems 

-	 Investigate deployment issues
 
associated with wireless systems
 

o Phase 2-0n-going 

- Condnct confirmatory research to 
validate findings 

-	 Establish the technical basis for
 
regulatory position
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Distinctive Wireless Technology 
Features Were Used to Distinguish 
Between Wireless Products
 

o	 Unlicensed vs licensed frequency
 
bands 

D Network topology 
o	 Network coverage 
o	 Output power 
o	 Throughput vs bandwidth 

o	 Open standards vs proprietary 
protocols 

o	 Type of modulation employed 
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Frequency Band Selection Impacts 
Wireless Equipment Options 

o Unlicensed frequency bands 

-Obey certain power and modulation constraints 

-Cannot interfere with operation of other 
equipment
 

-Bands of choice for many network manufacturers
 

o Licensed frequency bands 

-Use portion of RF spectrum designated for 
equipment by spectrum management 
organizations
 

-Pay licensing fee
 

-Bands of choice for many RF modem vendors
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Topology Is Influenced By the Size and 
Complexity of the Network 

Star net'll/ark Mesh netvlJo rk Treenetvvark 
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Specific Area of Coverage Is Typically 
Targeted By the Type of Network 

o	 Personal area network 
(PAN) - tens of meters 

o	 Local area network 
(LAN) - hundreds of 
meters 

o	 Metropolitan/wide area 
network (MAN/WAN) 
- kilometers 

WLAN 
WiFi IEEE 802.11 

WPAN 
Bluetooth IEEE 802.15.1.2 

UWB IEEE 802.15.3 a 
ZigBee IEEE 802.15.4 
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Wireless Products Employ Varying 
Modulation Techniques 

o	 Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) - uses 
narrow portions of the RF spectrum at one instance and 
hops to new frequencies 100's to 1000's of times a second 

o	 Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) - spreads the 
energy of the transmission signal over a wider band so 
that energy density is lower 

o	 Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
splits up frequency band for multiple simultaneous 
transmissions 

FHSSDSSS 
OFDM 
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Wireless Products Are Influenced By
 
Wireless Standards 

Maximum
Standard OFDM FHSS DSSS GHz Size Range 

Mb/s 

802.15 x 2.45 PAN lOs ofmeters 0.7 

802.16b 

802.11 

x 

x x 

5 

2.45 

MAN 

LAN 

kilometers 

100s ofmeters 

54 

2 

802.l1a x 5 LAN 100s of meters 54 

802.11b x x ·2.45 LAN 100s of meters 11 

802.l1g x x 2.45 LAN 100s ofmeters 54 
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Systematic Implementation Approach Is 
Important When Deploying Wireless 
Systems 

o Identify the type of wireless system to be ""....-t-~ .~...' 
deployed ¥~

-~~' ~ 
o Conduct RF compatibility analysis 

o Plan locations of transmitters 

o Define desired coverage area and develop 
a site analysis 

10 



Deployment Issues Associated With
 
Implementing Wireless Systems in NPPs
 
Were Investigated
 

o	 EMI/RFI effects 

o	 Existing wireless products 

o	 Network security 

o	 Installation practices 

o	 Impact of emerging
 
technologies
 

I Key Issues Associated With Deploying Wireless Systems Were Identified I 

11 



EMI/RFI Effects Could Impact Digital
 
I&C Safety Functions Linked to
 
Wireless Devices
 

D	 Occurrence of interference between 802.11 & 
Bluetooth devices has been documented 

D	 24 of 79 Bluetooth channels were found to be 
susceptible to interference from single operable 
802.11b network 

D	 Bluetooth interference with 802.11g networks is 
similar 

30 krn .3 km 3m	 3cm 

AM Broadcast 
. I L-J 

... Sonics++Ultra-sonics~	 I( Microwaves )0 

..... I I I I 
10kHz 1 MHz 100 MHz 10 GHz 
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Security Of Information Must Be 
Considered 

o	 Wireless communications are not confined 
to a conductive path that can be easily seen 

o	 Signals can be intercepted at locations that 
may not be obvious 

o Signals may propagate with sufficient
 
field strength beyond set boundaries
 

o	 Monitoring access control is more difficult 
for wireless communications 

13 



A Layered Approach to Security 
Measures Is Recommended to Defend 
Wireless Networks 

o Password protection 
o Encryption 
o Administrative controls-
o Network diversity / segmentation 
o Firewalls 
o Access point management 
o Signal strength management 

n 
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Certain Conclusions Were Derived 
From the Investigation 

o	 Overall implementation of wireless systems in NPPs 
will require NRC oversight to ensure safety 

o Safety considerations in the nuclear environment will
 
warrant stringent wireless-related security measures 
- Follow-up project will evaluate wireless security measures 

o	 Wireless-based systems have the potential for 
interference with other plant systems, hence EMI/RFI 
guidance should be followed 

o	 Prudent use of redundancy may be required to ensure 
the reliable operation of a wireless system 

15 



Confirmatory Research is Now Being
 
Performed to Validate the Impact of the
 
Phase 1 Findings
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- Confirm wide-area RF propagation ,..~
 

coverage within critical NPP areas
 

o Assessing interference issues 
associated with co-locating wireless 
technologies 
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Results of Project Are Progressing 
As Planned 

oNUREG/CR-6882, Assessment of Wireless 
Technologies and Their Application at Nuclear 
Power Plants, was cOlllpleted in July 2005
reports on Phase 1 effort 

01st Draft of NUREG/CR-XXXX, Assessment of 
Industrial Wireless Protocols in the Nuclear 
Power Plant Environment, has been com.pleted 
- reports on lllodeling and silllulation 
progress to date 
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NRC Job Code Y6475 Will Continue
 
Through FY2007
 

o Continue confirmatory research on the simulation of 
wireless systems 

o Complete development of wireless communications 
evaluation tools suitable for use in NRC reviews 

o Complete NUREG/CR to document the development 
of wireless communications evaluation tools 

o Develop training materials for wireless 
communications evaluation tools 

o Establish criteria for regulatory guidance based on 
the research findings 

18 





Essential Elements of a Wireless System 
Are the Transmitter, a Transmission Path, 
and the Receiver 

Transmitted Received 
Signal Signal 

Input 
Signal 

Signal 
Transmission 

Output 
Signal 

__~~ Transmitter 7. Receiver 
~ 

(Air) 

~~_l -,
 
: . Noise I 

: Interference : 
L.. I 
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State of Wireless Technologies Presently
 
Available Were Identified and Assessed
 

o	 Searched various information 
sources 

- Web sites 

- Technical databases 

-	 Technical conferences/trade
 
shows
 

o	 Collected extensive information on 
wireless technologies and identified 
distinctive product features 

o	 Collaborated with EPRI Wireless 
Working Group 

21 



For a Given Wireless Product Output 
Power Level, Throughput Depends On 
Bandwidth 

Indoor Range versus Throughput 

160 

)tell( 

140 

~ 120 
~ 3Com DSSS (802.11 a) 

100mW\
 ___ Avaya DSSS(802.11a) 50mW 
100 "
 

-.... Cisco OFDM+DSSS(802.11g)~ I~ 
100mW~ I~
 ----"e---~Ql 80 -X-Buffalo OFDM+DSSSCI 

l: ~ (802.11 b) 32mW 
~ 

I -X-NDC FHSS 10W ~
1..60 

.....Siemens DSSS 50mW~t:::: ............... "'"'-.t\1 
~, 

40 
........... ----.. ...--.


20 

~.. -" r--........ 
~ .... 

~X-

o 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 

Throughput (Mbps) 
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Proprietary vs Non-proprietary Protocol 
Can Be a Longevity Issue 

D	 Implementation of proprietary protocol can 
lead to a condition where entire system is 
dependent'on longevity and commitment to 
a single product line 

D	 Has become common to choose non
proprietary (or open-standard) protocol 
systems that can be supported by mUltiple 
vendors and upgraded as technologies 
evolve 

o	 JJEthernet" implementation of IEEE 802 
standard has proven the validity of open
standard approach 

23 



Modulation Techniques Are Selected for 
Practicality and Robustness 

o	 FHSS is often easier to set up and has better 
range than DSSS in some situations, but 
offers little improvement in improving 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

D	 DSSS can be more complex to install, but is 
well suited for medium-bandwidth 
applications and greatly reduces the 
probability of upsetting other electronic 
devices 

o	 OFDM is recommended for high-bandwidth 
(100's of Mbps) point to point connections, but 
does not typically improve EMC 

24 



Emerging Technologies Have to Be
 
Considered When Planning for Potential 
Upgrades 

o	 Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology for short distance 
communications IEEE 802.15.3 

o	 Mobile broadband wireless access for wide area 
communications IEEE 802.20 

o	 Voice over internet protocol (IP) 

o	 Quality of service (QoS) improvements IEEE 802.11e 

o	 Multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) 
technology-IEEE 802.11n 
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Evaluation Tools Are Being 
Developed Using Simulation Packages 

lIT" 11 ]~. .,~ 

Vyt~ete:s:s: }ns:tUe" 
o	 Input CAD drawing of area 

o	 Place receiver and transmitters 

o	 Calculate propagation effects on 
transmitted signal and 
interfering signals through ray 
tracing technigues 

BER with Channel FadingMat~afu; 
o	 Combine transmitted signal with 1 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

interfering signals 0.1••••••• 

o	 Demodulate the received signal i 0.01••••••• 

o	 Determine if transmitted signal ii .:••••••• 

. has successfully been received 0,00001 '	 I I ! I , I I ! ! I I , I I , I , ,! I!! I I I I ! • I 

SNR(dB)

within acceptable threshold 
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Case Studies Are Conducted Using
 
Wireless Insite 

Weak signal Strong signal 
27 



MATLAB Modeling Set Includes
 
Numerous Wireless Devices
 

Wired Ethernet 

.' ,
I , Main Server 

/ ", Bluetooth , ,Bluetooth./
I , =1 V _----~ 

"', 802.11 b _----------------- i 
, --------: 

I , 
" ' ~l _--------------- 802.11 b : 

_........... ----- I 

I;)r--
I 

I 

I',:,'! 

.............······..·········..····..···Wi~~~:.:·:;·· ....
 
......................... Zigbee ··········· ~igbee ,:,,--, i"·!.;"';"J'lI':~~:-'..- ..
 

. ., ',.", ., 
' ... ~- • • ;-J'.j.r ..."}O,., 0..•....•...... BIuetooth .' '_ ..._._. " 

"" (.' 

V
" 

\'~i#:'- ~ > ,J-l.. "",·,,··_;,·,;
.... ,> ') II~~. " 

Lighting 
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• Background 
• Project Objectives 
• Modeling Methods 
• PEM Toolbox 
•	 Uncertainty Estimation
 

- Re-sampling Techniques
 
- De-noising Techniques
 

• Conclusions 
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•	 1995, the NRC published NUREG/CR-6343, "On-Line 
Testing of Calibration of Process Instrumentation 
Channels in Nuclear Power Plants". It presented several 
advantages including 
- a reduction of intrusive, unnecessary field calibrations, 
- the continuous assessment of instrument performance, 
- and early instrument performance degradation detection. 

•	 In 1998, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
submitted Topical Report TR-1 04965, "On-line 
Mo~itoring of Instrument Channel Performance" for NRC 
review. 

•	 In June 2000, NRC issued a safety evaluation report 
(SER) that concluded the generic concept of on-line 
monitoring (OlM) for calibration interval extension is 
acceptable and listed 14 requirements that must be 
addressed in plant specific license amendments. 3 
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•	 The SER did not review or endorse either of the two 
algorithms addressed in the topical report, but instead, 
left the choice of algorithm up to the utility. 

•	 EPRI formed the On-line Monitoring Implementation 
Users Group in 2001 to demonstrate OlM in multiple 
applications at several nuclear power plants. Current 
U.S. nuclear plant participants include limerick, Salem, 
Sequoyah, TMI, and V.C. Summer. 

•	 V.C. Summer met with the NRC on March 9,2005 to 
discuss the submission of a plant specific license 
amendment for calibration interval extension. 
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•	 Assumptions inherent in the methods related to 
- the training data, 
- the predictive models, 
- the uncertainty analysis methods, 
- plant operations. 

•	 Several past topics including 
- Single point monitoring, 
- Common mode failure, 
- Implementation relationship to setpoint calculations, 
- Drift limits. 
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•	 Objectives 
- Provide an independent review and assessment of the proposed 

OlM techniques implementation and tools to assist in ongoing 
reviews regulatory reviews. 

•	 Deliverables 
- NUREG/CR Technical Review of On-line Monitoring Techniques 

for Performance Assessment: Part I "State of the Art" (Spring 
2005) 

- NUREG/CR Technical Review of On-line Monitoring Techniques 
for Performance Assessment: Part II "Theoretical Issues" (Fall 
2005) 

- On-line Instrument Condition Monitoring Tools (Winter 2005) 
- NUREG/CR On-line Instrument Condition Monitoring Tools and 

Performance Assessment (Summer 2006) 
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•	 Analytic Methods: 
- Formulas derived from Taylor series expansion. 
-	 Includes equations for MSET, AANN, AAKR, and 

NNPLS. 

•	 Monte Carlo based re-sampling methods 
- Latin Hypercube Sampling with wavelet de-noising 

(Argonne).
 
- Conventional Bootstrapping.
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•	 Uncertainty estimation is performed by estimating a 
model's bias and variance. 

•	 Bias measures the systematic error or the error between 
the expected parameter estimate and its true value. 

Bias(e) = E(e)- e 
•	 Variance measures the variability of a model's 

predictions with respect to their expected prediction. 

Var(e) = E[e -E(e)j 

() == Parameter value 

() 
" 

== Parameter estimate 8 
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•	 AAKR and AAMSET variance estimation is based upon the following 
relationship: 

H	 = Hat Matrix var(e)= H T H ·a; 
(J~	 = Noise Variance Estimate 

• AANN variance is based upon that of a general nonlinear model. 

Yo	 +t;7f .s~l+f:[FTFtlfo 

•	 Here, F and fa are a Jacobian matrix and vector that are commonly 
calculated during network training, S is an estimate of the sensor 
noise variance, and t is from Student's t-distribution. 
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1.	 Use a random sampling of historical data to create a 
prototype training set from the original data and build a 
predictive model, 

2.	 Apply the model to an independent test set, 

3.	 Store the model predictions, 

4.	 Repeat the process until the specified number of iterations 
have been executed. 

5.	 Following this iterative cycle, the variation of the 
predictions are used to calculate an estimate of the 
model's uncertainty. 
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Select 
Observations 

· Randomly sample a subset of the 
training observations to create 
prototype training set. 

Prototype
 
Training Set
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•	 Estimating bias requires an estimate of the "true"
 
parameter values.
 

•	 An estimate of the "true" parameter values may be 
obtained through the use of several smoothing 
techniques: 
- Median filtering
 
- Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
 
- Wavelet de-noising
 

•	 A conservative estimate of a constant bias is then made 
by calculating a time dependant bias for a set of 
development data and determining the value that 
contains 95% of the biases. 
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• Necessary for Latin Hypercube Sampling 

• Necessary for Bias Quantification 

•	 Methods 
- Independent Component Analysis (Ding UT) 

•	 Only used for redundant sensors. 
•	 Can decompose into signal, common noise, and 

independent noise. 

-	 Wavelet de-noising (Miron ANL) 
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Expected Noise
 
Mean
 

Expected Noise
 
Variance
 

Expected Squared
 
Error
 

Fractional Variance
 

Reduction
 

Expected
 
Correlation
 

Expected
 
Correlation
 

(smoothed version)
 

ICA
 

-0.002
 

0.122
 

0.047
 

0.239
 

0.307
 

0.018
 

Wavelet
 

0.000
 

0.050
 

0.050
 

0.097
 

0.016
 

0.002
 

Actual 

0.005 

0.092 

0.000 

0.147 

-0.028 

-0.049 
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•	 Objective: The objective is to develop a set of tools that is 
functionally equivalent to the commercial tools being marketed for 
PEM so that the techniques and their assumptions can be 
experimentally verified. 

•	 The beta version of the PEM Toolbox consists of 
- A MATLAB Toolbox with over 80 functions, 7500 lines of code, and 400 

pages of documentation. 
- HELP Functions: On-line HTML-based help functions have been 

written for the toolbox.
 
- Documentation:
 

1.	 User's Guide - toolbox architecture, structure variable definitions, function 
reference, settings reference, and definitions. 

2.	 Tutorial - detailed tutorial stepping through the application of each of the 
toolbox functions for process equipment monitoring. 

3.	 Technical Reference - detailed discussion of modeling techniques and 
other technical aspects of the toolbox functions, such as derivations and 
method descriptions/comparisons. 
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Automated PEM Functions
 

1.	 Data Manipulation 
•	 File and workspace data 

acquisition 
•	 Outlier detection and 

correction 
2.	 Model Development 

•	 Optimal variable grouping 
•	 Multivariate model 

optimization 
3.	 Prediction 

•	 Autoassociative kernel 
regression (AAKR) 

•	 Autoassociative MSET 
(AAMSET) 

•	 Autoassociative neural 
networks (AANN) 

4.	 Model Performance 
Evaluation 

•	 Accuracy 
•	 Robustness 
•	 Spill-over 

5.	 Uncertainty Estimation 
•	 Analytic 
•	 Monte Carlo 

6.	 Fault Detection 
•	 Prediction interval coverage 

monitoring 
•	 Error uncertainty limit 

monitoring 
•	 Sequential probability ratio test 

17 
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•	 This method of fault detection monitors the 
residual between a sensor prediction and its 
measured value, and takes into consideration 
the prediction uncertainty. 

•	 A sensor is identified as faulted when the sum of 
its error and uncertainty exceeds a specified 
tolerance. 

•	 This detection method is most generally applied 
to sensor calibration validation tasks, where a 
sensor is allowed to drift a certain percentage of 
its nominal value. 
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•	 This fault detection method examines an error
 
distribution and detects changes in its mean and
 .
variance. 

•	 This method determines if it is statistically more likely for 
a sensor to have a drift of zero or for it to have some 
faulted drift value. 

•	 It is a sequential method developed in the 40s and 
applied to sensor calibration monitoring in the 90s by 
ANL. 
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•	 The work has culminated in the production of a NRC 
NUREG/CR that will serve as a reference for reviewers, 
developers and users of OlM methods. 

•	 The first draft of a second NUREG/CR has been 
developed that incorporates recent research results: 
- Development of methods to predict bias and variance. 
- Derivation and application of analytical uncertainty estimation 

techniques. 
- Comparison of bootstrap and LHS Monte Carlo methods. 

•	 Both methods produce accurate uncertainty estimations. 
•	 The computational burden and number of assumptions of the 

wavelet de-noising with LHS technique make it less desirable. 
• De-Noising is necessary for bias computation. 

- Comparison of Wavelet and ICA de-noising techniques 
•	 Wavelet has many assumptions that are difficult to validate. 
•	 ICA is quicker but can only be applied to redundant sensors. 
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• The PEM Toolbox was developed and is being 
used to validate the proposed OlM techniques. 
- Its modeling techniques produces results similar to 

that of commercial software. 
- Nuclear plant data is being used to validate the 

results of the second NUREG/CR. 

-	 Limiting cases are being used to uncover hidden 
problems not covered in the current assumptions. 
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